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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Art and Design, Audio Arts and Acoustics, Education, Interactive 
Arts and Media, Interdisciplinary Arts, Journalism, Photography 
Saturday, May 15, 2010, 1:30 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2010 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Commencement Choir (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Pop Rock Ensemble (Bill Boris. Director) 
The R & B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Joe Cerqua. Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley. Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Allen Pote 
INTRODUCTION 
Charles Cannon, Presiding 
Distinguished Professor, Science and Mathematics Departn1ent 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY NIGHT 2010 
Scenes from our 2010 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Compet ition Winner Carlos Martinez(' 11), 
Music Composition for the Screen 
Andrew Hill, Director 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairrn an of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONOR S 
Dr. Peter Magubane, South African Photographer 
Presented by Lisa Brock, Chair, Humanities, History, and Social Sciences 
MUSIC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
The Colurn bia College Jazz Ensemble and Commencement Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2010 VALEDICTORIAN 
Lauren Gill, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Art and Design 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Periorming Arts 
Jay Wolke. Chair. Art and Design Department 
ALUMNI OF T HE YEAR AWARD 
Bob McNamara ('66) 
Presented by Joan Hammel ('86). Columbia Alumni Association & Network 
MUSICAL THEATER 
People Like Us from Columbia's 2010 Production of Wild Party 
By Andrew Lippa 
Periormed by Graduating Seniors. Natalia Formisano and Harter Chagmar 
Korey Danielson. Piano 
Keenan Kyles. Saxophone 
POEM 
I Wanted 10 Write 
By Carl Aagesen, Bachelor of Arts in Creative Writing· Poetry 
Lisa Fishman. Director. Creative Writing · Poetry 
Ken Daley. Chair. English Department 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke. Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean. School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols. Dean. School of Fine and Periorming Arts 
Doreen Bartoni. Dean. School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Just Friends 
Composed by John Klenner 
Arranged by Rob McConnell 
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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management, 
ASL - English Interpretation, English (Creative Nonfiction - Poetry), 
Marketing Communication, Radio, Television 
Sunday, May 16, 2010, 10:00 a.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2010 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's student 
ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Commencen1ent Choir (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Pop Rock Ensemble (Bill Boris, Director) 
The R & B Ensemble (Check Webb. Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb. Music Department Chair 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of t11e Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk 1his Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
1he Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Sn1ith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Allen Pote 
INTRODUCTIO N 
David Berner, Presiding 
Associate Professor. Radio Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY NIGHT 2010 
Scenes from our 2010 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner Carlos Martinez ('1 1). 
Music Composition for the Screen 
Andrew Hill. Director 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HON ORS 
Alex Kotlowitz. American Journalist and Author 
Presented by Aviya Kushner, Assistant Professor, English Department 
MUSIC 
Uscen co 1he Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Commencement Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWAR D TO CLASS OF 2010 VALEDICTORIAN 
Kevin McElligott, Va ledictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Marketing Communication 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean, School of Media Arts 
Margaret Sullivan, Chair, Marketing Communication Department 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Laura "Steele" Yosha('90) 
Presented by Joan Hammel ('86), Columbia Alumni Association & Network 
MUSICAL THEATER 
People Like Us from Columbia's 2010 Production of Wild Party 
By Andrew Lippa 
Performed by Graduating Seniors, Natalia Formisano and Harter Chagmar 
Korey Danielson, Piano, Keenan Kyles, Saxophone 
POEM 
I Wanted to Write 
By Carl Aagesen, Bachelor of Arts in Creative Writing· Poetry 
Lisa Fishman, Director, Creative Writing· Poetry 
Ken Daley, Chair, English Department 
AWARDIN G OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Barton,, Dean, School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Just Friends 
Composed by John Klenner 
Arranged by Rob McConnell 
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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Dance, Dance/Movement Therapy and Counseling, Fiction 
Writing, Film & Video, Humanities, History, and 
Social Sciences (Cultural Studies), Music, Theater 
Sunday, May 16, 2010, 3:00 p.m. 
PR ESH OW 
The 2010 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Commencement Choir (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Pop Rock Ensemble (Bill Boris, Director) 
The R & B Ensemble (Check Webb, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESSIONAL 
Marc/1 of the Columbfans 
By Scott Hall 
Walk 7hfs Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
7he Scar Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosa,nond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Allen Pote 
INTRODUCTION 
Richard Woodbury, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Dance Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY NIGHT 2010 
Scenes from our 2010 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competit ion Winner Carlos Martinez(' 11), 
Music Composition for the Screen 
Andrew Hill, Director 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Robert Klein, A,nerican Comedian and Actor 
Presented by Sheldon Patinkin, Faculty Emeritus 
MUSIC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Commencement Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2010 VALEDICTORIAN 
Jenna Ann Perusich, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Theater 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Perfonning Arts 
John Green, Chair, Theater Department 
8 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Paul Broucek (' 7 4) 
Presented by Joan Hammel ('86), President, Columbia Alumni Association & Network 
MUSICAL THEATER 
People Like Us from Columbia's 2010 Production o f Wild Party 
By Andrew Lippa 
Performed by Graduating Seniors, Natalia Formisano and Harter Chagmar 
Korey Danielson, Piano 
Keenan Kyles. Saxophone 
POEM 
I Wanted to Write 
By Carl Aagesen, Bachelor of Arts in Creative Writing- Poetry 
Lisa Fishman, Director, Creative Writing - Poetry 
Ken Daley, Chair. English Department 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presenta tion of Degrees by Steven Kapelke. Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School o f Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Bartoni. Dean. School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Just Friends 
Composed by John Klenner 
Arranged by Rob McConnell 
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THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER 
By Francis Scott Key 
Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hai led at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly strea1ning? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
0 say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore. dimly seen through the n1ists of the deep, 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep, 
As it fitfully blows, now conceals. now discloses? 
Now it catches the glean, of the morning's first bean,, 
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! O long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
From the terror of flight, or the gloo1n of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triun1ph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nat ion. 
Then conquer we must, for our cause it is just, 
And this be our rnotto: "In God is our trust." 
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
10 
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LI FT EVERY VOICE AND SI NG 
By Jan1es Weldon Johnson 
Lift every voice and sing, till earth and Heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise, high as the listening skies, 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us. 
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us; 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun, 
Let us march on till victory is won, 
Stony the road we trod, bitter the chastening rod. 
Fell in the days when hope unborn had died; 
Yet with a steady beat. have not our weary feet. 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered. 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered; 
Out from the gloomy past, till now we stand at last 
Where the while gleam or our bright star is cast. 
God or our weary years, God of our silent tears, 
ll1ou Who hast brought us thus far on the way; 
Thou Who hast by Thy might. led us into the light, 
Keep us forever in the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee. 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world, we forget lhee. 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand, may we forever stand, 
True to our God, \rue to our native land. 
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The 2010 Winner of the 
Allen and Lynn Turner Commencement Poetry Competition 
I WANTED TO WRITE 
i wanted to write about th is shan,an 
with tiny birds bursting from the n1outh 
replenishing the very skin of the earth 
tributaries. crinkling & nourishing shrubs 
popping & blinking green & red some 
archetype burning up in sand 
but i hate the word shaman. i 
literally hate the word like i 
hate t l1e word poet, because of the way 
people say it, or the way people know it makes me 
cringe before something i'm too close to 
like when i hear the name of somebody 
i loved for too long 
or when an old song comes on & 
i know there is no against which 
to push or dance there are just lots 
of hearts that keep things sacred 
& share with them a fondness that's too hard 
in my face like violence, like sameness 
like hunger. like proper 
& tire me this longest 
portion: innocence 
awake & keen desire 
or son1ething bigger 
12 
- Carl Aagesen, Creative Writing-Poetry BA ('10) 
DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
A CELEBRATION OF ARTISTS IN HUMAN SERVICE 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises. May 15 and 16, 2010 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago honors outstanding individuals In the arts. education. politics, and public 
information. These Individuals have engaged their great talents in important human service, and thei r work and example 
embody the ideals and spirit of the College. 
To be honored Saturday, May 15. 2010. 1:30 p.m. 
DR . PETER MAGUBANE 
Internationally Acclaimed Photographer 
Or. Peter Magubane is an internationally acclaimed photographer whose work has been published and exhibited all 
over the world. He embarked on his long and distinguished career in 1954. when he joined Drum magazine. This took 
Magubane and his camera to the heart of the anti-apartheid defiance campaigns and treason trials. After the Drum 
years, Peter Magubane travelled and exhibited in Europe, and spent time studying in the United States. Back home, in 
1966, Magubane joined the Rand Daily Mail. In 1969, he was detained for 586 days in solitary confinement, and after 
this, he was banned as a photographer for five years. He returned to his work in time to bear witness to the uprising of 
young school children that began on June 16, 1976. From the late 1980's, Peter Magubane worked for Time Magazine. 
With his camera, he recorded the culmination of the struggle for liberation in South Africa. The dramatic images of this 
history are published in several of his books. Books such as his June 16 1976 Fruit of Fear, and his first book or photo-
graphs accompanied by poems written by a young Zindzi Mandela, Black as I am, were banned in South Africa. 
For his dedication and outstanding contribution to the world of photography, Peter Magubane has received numerous 
accolades, among them: the Mother Jones-Leica Lifetime Achievement Award; Martin Luther King Luthuii Award: 
Fellowship by the Tom Hopkinson School of Journalism and Cultural Studies; Honorary Doctorates from UNISA: Tshwane 
University of Technology; Rhodes University; and the University of Fort Hare. Peter Magubane was the first black South 
African to receive an award for his photography in 1958. when he received 1" and 3"' prizes in the South Africa Best Picture 
of the Year Contest. Most recently, Or. Magubane was awarded Honorary Fellowship by the Royal Photographic Society 
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in London. On receiving the Order for Meritorious Service from Former President Nelson Mandela in 1999, President 
Mandela said: "For his bravery and courage during the dark days of apartheid, Peter became a beacon of hope not only 
to the thousands of journalists all over the world but also to rnillions of people across our country. His commitment to 
photojournalism helped pave the way to transformation in South Africa, and such efforts are, needless to say, worthy of 
international recognition." 
Particularly in post-apartheid South Africa, Peter Magubane focuses his lens on the people and cultures that live within 
South Africa. This period has been a cultural rebirth for many South Africans, with a renewed interest in reviving their 
traditions. Peter Magubane has a nu,nber of books published reflecting the beauty, traditions, and cultural practices of 
South Africans. These include: Vanishing Cultures of South Africa; African Renaissance: Bantwane - Africa's Undiscovered 
People; and AmaNdebele. 
(Co,npiled By Luanne Michell) 
14 
To be honored Sunday. May 16. 2010, 10:00 a.m. 
ALEX KOTLOWITZ 
Nationally Renowned Author and Journalist 
Alex Kotlowitz is t he author of Never a Cicy So Real. The Other Side of the River and the national bestseller There Are No 
Children Here. which The New York Public library selected as one of the 150 most important books of the twentieth 
century. It also received the Carl Sandburg Award. a Christopher Award and the Helen Bernstein Award. The Other Side of 
tne River received The Chicago Tribune's Heartland Prize for Nonfiction. 
Kotlowitz, whose stories one reviewer wrote "inform the heart ... is a regular contributor to n1e New York Times Magazine 
and Public Radio's This American Life. He writes about America from the ground up, exploring the fissures in the nation 's 
landscape. One critic commented, "Kotlowitz is an omnivorous observer. discerning listener. and unassuming witness to 
urban li fe.·· His work has also appeared in n1e New Yorker, Granta, The Washington Post. and The Chicago Tribune. as well 
as on PBS and NPR. His play An Unobstructed View (co-authored with Amy Dorn) premiered in Chicago in June of 2005. 
He teaches writing at Northwestern University. 
A former staff writer at The Wall Street Journal. his journalism honors include the George Foster Peabody Award. the 
Robert F. Kennedy Journalis1n Award • and the George Polk Award. He is also the recipient of six honorary degrees and 
the John La Farge Memorial Award for Interracial Justice. given by New York's Catholic Interracial Council. 
15 
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To be honored Sunday, May 16, 2010, 3:00 p.m. 
ROBERT KLEIN 
Award Winning Actor and Comedian 
For more than forty years, Robert Klein has entertained audiences, and he continues to have an acclaimed career in 
comedy, on Broadway, on television, and in film. 
Born in the Bronx, he was a member of the famed Second City theatrical troupe in Chicago. 
He was non1inated twice for Grammy Awards for "Best Comedy Album of the Year" for his albums Child of the Fifties and 
Mind Over Matter. In 2000, he received an Ernmy nomination for his HBO special Child in his 50's. 
He received a Tony Award nomination for Best Actor and won a Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle Award for his 
performance in the hit Neil Simon musical 7hey·re Playing Our Song. In 1993, Klein won an Obie and the Outer Critics 
Circle Award for Outstanding Performance by an Actor in Wendy Wasserstein's 1he Sisters Rosensweig. 
In 1975, Klein was the first comedian to appear in a live concert on Home Box Office. He has done eight one-man shows 
for HBO and is currently preparing his ninth. His DVD box set, Robert Klein: 1he HBO Specials 1975·2005, a complete 
col lector's edition containing all of his HBO stand-up specials, was released in September 2007. 
Among many starring roles in television, he co-starred in the hit NBC series Sisters, and regu larly appears on talk-shows, 
making more than one hundred appearances on 1he Tonight Show and Late Show with David Letter,nan atone. 
Klein has also appeared in many notable fi lrns including Hooper, 1he Owl and the Pussycat, Primary Colors, Two Weeks 
Notice, How to Lose a Guy in 1 O Days, and the recently released Back up Pian. 
1he Arnorous Busboy of Decatur Avenue, his recent first book for Simon & Schuster, is an affectionate coming-of-age 
men,oir about growing up in the '50's and '60's before embarking on a show business career. In it he recoun ts his 
journey from an apartment in the Bronx, developing his talent in Chicago, and the beginning of h is show business 
stardom. The book is pure Robert Klein: witty, honest, self-questioning and always contagiously funny. Publishers Weekly 
writes: "he unfurls an array of captivating anecdotes, writing with wry wit and honesty." He has a Bachelor of Arts degree 
and an Honorary Doctorate of Hurnane Letters fron, Alfred University, also a Doctor of Humanities from Monmouth 
University, honoris causa. 
Robert, a lifelong New Yorker, makes his hon1e in Westchester and New York City. 
16 
2010 ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARDS 
Each year, the college recognizes alumni who have made outstanding contributions to their fields and embody 
the mission of the institution. Awardees receive a uniquely crafted certificate that portrays a captured ray of light. 
symbolizing their energy and spark of creativity. 
May their accomplishments inspire you. the Class of 2010, to strive for greatness along your chosen paths. 
PAUL BROUCEK 
Bachelor of Arts, English/ Theater, 197 4 
Paul Broucek began his film career on the landmark film Apocalypse Now as an assistant engineer. He went on to join 
the recording staff at the Record Plant team responsible for the start-up of the studio's film scoring division and the 
modernization and re-opening of Paramount Studios·s famed Stage M. 
Broucek headed the creative music team at New Line Cinema for 12 years, having served as President, Music from 
2004-2008. He was the Executive Music Producer (along with Peter Jackson and Fran Walsh) for the Academy Award-
winning 711e Lord of the Rings film trilogy-which won three of the four Academy Awards for which they were nominated in 
music categories. Among the New Line films for which he oversaw the music are the Auslin Powers films, the Rush Hour 
film series, Wedding Crashers. Hairspray. and Sex and the City. 
Broucek recently launched Common Market. a music consulting, production, and publ ishing company specializing in 
productions for film. television. records. on line. commercials, games, and new media. 
In December 2009, Broucek was named President, Music, Warner Bros. Pictures. His responsibility lies on the overall 
creative direction of Warner Bros. Pictures' music operations. He is also in charge with the strategic development and 
deployment of music-related initiatives to meet the needs of Warner Bros. Pictures· producers and directors. In addition, 
Broucek has oversight of WaterTower Music, fka New Line Records, serving as its President. He is currently working on 
Harry Potter 7, n,e Hobbil, and A Star Is Born. to name a few. 
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BOB MCNAMARA 
Bachelor of Arts, Journalism, 1966 
Bob McNamara is a five-time Emmy Award-winning CBS News correspondent who covered many of the world's biggest 
stories spanning over three decades. He was born in Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin and graduated from Columbia College 
Chicago in 1966. 
"Bob McNamara is one of the best television and radio correspondents of his generation," said longtime CBS News 
colleague Dan Rather. "CBS News and the American public have been exceptionally well served by this talented and 
dedicated journalist.· 
As a CBS News national correspondent, McNamara regu larly filed reports for the CBS Evening News, The Early Show, 48 
Hours, and Sunday Morning. 
Among the many n1ajor stories he covered were the Oklahoma City bombing; the crash of TWA Flight 800; the Columbia 
shuttle disaster; the Paducah, KY, Jonesboro, AR, and Columbine student shootings; the Los Angeles riots; Hurricanes 
Andrew, Hugo and Ivan; the 1989 San Francisco earthquake, and numerous presidential campaigns. 
As a foreign correspondent in the 1970's McNamara's international experience included filing reports from more than 
40 countries. In addition to covering the Lebanese Civil War and the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982, he spent the 
majority of two years - often in extremely dangerous conditions - covering the Iranian revolut ion and the fall of the Shah. 
McNamara also filed nun1erous reports on terrorism in West Germany, Italy, Sweden, and Switzerland and covered 
national elections in many European countries. 
Prior to joining CBS News, McNamara was a reporter and anchor for WCCO·TV in Minneapolis (1968-7 4). Before that, 
he was a news reporter and anchor for KCRG-TV and Radio in Cedar Rapids, Iowa (1967-68). He began his broadcast 
journalism career in 1965 while in college as a copy boy for WBBM·TV in Chicago. 
McNamara and his wife Jane reside in Phoenix and are the parents of Michael, a photojournalist with the Arizona 
Republic; Ellen, a news anchor/reporter in Tampa; and Elizabeth, an instructor for Teach For America in Oakland, CA. 
18 
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LAURA "STEEL E" YOSHA 
Bachelor of Arts, 1990. Radio 
Born and raised in nearby Indianapolis, she found her way to Columbia's radio department after realizing her love for 
music and communicating with others needed to be put to use. 
Immediately following graduation. Laura found radio work in her hometown of Indianapolis. Her radio journey has 
landed her on air in Cincinnati. back to Chicago at WLUP "The Loop; and other stations in the Windy City. 
Most recently, Laura's radio career took her back home to Indianapolis where she is currently employed by Clear 
Channel Communications. She is heard on multiple Classic Rock stations daily in several U.S cities, including Charlotte, 
Dallas, Indy, Milwaukee, San Francisco, and over 30 others each weekend. 
Laura had the esteemed honor to be named the first female voice to ever serve on the public address team at the famed 
Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Her duties include interviews with the fastest drivers in the world and celebrities who 
attend the world famous Indy 500 and NASCAR's Brickyard 400. 
Laura credits her successful career to her education at Columbia College, her on-air time at Columbia's WCRX, and her 
internship at then-WCKG FM. 
Laura is honored to be part of the festivities surrounding graduation weekend for Columbia students and wishes the 
class the best of luck in future endeavors! You guys rock! 
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A RECORD OF RECOGNITIONS * 
1964· 2010 
2010 Dr. Peter Magubane Internationally Accla imed 
Photographer 
2010 Alex Kotlowitz Nationally Renowned Author 
and Journalist 
2010 Robert Klein Award Winning Actor and Comedian 
2009 Kunihiko Ukifune Businessman 
and Educator 
2009 Alison Knowles Artist 
2009 Carla Delfos Arts Education leader and 
Executive 
2009 Ray Bradbury Author 
2009 Thomas Misner Audio Engineer, Producer 
and Educator 
2009 Lee Eliot Berk, Esq. Music Educator 
2009 Trisha Brown Dancer and Choreographer 
2008 Dan Rather Journalist and Broadcaster 
2008 Philip Bailey, Ralph Johnson, 
Maurice White, Verdine White Renowned 
Musicians and Recording Artists 
2008 Graciela Iturbide Celebrated Photographer 
2007 Joe Adams Producer and Arts Manager 
2007 Armyan Bernstein Producer, Screenwriter, 
and Di rector 
2007 Dionne Warwick Renowned Recording Artist 
2006 Buddy Guy Blues Musician 
2006 Bernard Sahlins The Second City Founder 
2006 Linda Johnson Rice Journalist 
2005 Bill Viola Video Artist 
2005 Mark Heister Fashion Designer 
2005 Alan Kay Computer Innovator 
2004 Bill T. Jones Artistic Director and 
Choreographer 
2004 Mary Ellen Mark Photographer and Humanist 
2004 Frank Rich Author, Editor and Cultural Critic 
2003 Russell Simmons Art & Music Advocate 
2003 Lois Weisberg Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 Tony Kushner Celebrated Playwright 
2003 Henry Fogel Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 John Wideman Celebrated Author 
2002 Grace Paley Author and Activist 
2002 Alan Arkin Actor and Director 
2002 Jawole Willa Jo Zolla Director and 
Choreographer 
2002 Lewis Manilow Art Advocate 
2001 Alton B. Harris Outstanding Columbia 
Col lege Chicago Trustee 
2001 Jesse L. Jackson, Jr. Member of the United 
States House of Representatives 
2001 John Szarkowski Curator, Photohistorian, 
Writer, & Photographer 
2001 Danny K. Davis Congressman and Advocate 
for Education 
2001 Lisel Mueller Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 
2001 Renee Ferguson Investigative Reporter and 
Community Activist 
2001 Harold Ramis Director and Screenwriter 
2001 Mikhail Baryshnikov Outstanding Contributor in 
the Field of the Arts 
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2000 Oral Lee Brown Entrepreneur and Savior of 1996 Irv Kupcinet A Man, a City, an Era 
Children 1996 John W. Rogers, Jr. Chicago·s Pioneering 
2000 Sidney L Port Phi lanthropist, Businessman, Investment Leader 
and Son of Chicago 1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits, Magic, 0 
2000 Robert V. Remini Scholar and Teacher and Dreams ..-4 
2000 Robert Shaye Pioneer of Independent Film 1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture 0 
1996 Paul Simon United States Senator N 
1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr. Market Researcher l.l.. 
and Corporate Leader 1995 Victor Skrebneski Photographer and Artist 0 1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Writer and 1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All 
Champion of Women People (f) 
1999 William E. Strickland, Jr. Empowering the 1995 Sandra P. Guthman A Driving Force Behind (f) 
Disadvantaged Through the Arts Social Progress in Chicago <( 
1999 Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. Storyteller, 1995 Eugene C. D'Angelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst _J 
Poet , and Voice of Truth in the Communications Industry (_) 
1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in 
w 1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope for the the United States 
Children 1995 Ben Vereen The Very Definition of :r: 
1998 John H. Bryan Exemplary Leadership in Entertainer I-
Business and the Arts l.l.. 
.. 
1998 William Warfield Magnificent Voice of the 1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Geingob 0 
Century Prime Minister of The Republic of Namibia 
1998 David Henry Hwang Truth-teller for Our Times 1994 Myrlie Evers-Williams A Champion of Justice I-
1994 Reverend John T. Richardson A Chicago z 
1997 Fred Eychaner Med ia Innovator and Leader in Higher Education w 
Inspiring Activist 1994 Rita Simo Musician, Teacher. and Social ~ 
1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Act ivist and Reformer w 
First Lady of the City of Chicago 1994 John Hope Franklin A Scholar for Our (_) 
1997 James W. Compton Champion of Racial Generation z 
Equal ity w 
~ 
~ 
0 
(_) 
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1993 Etta Moten Barnett Stage and Film 1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President, Northeastern 
Performer, and Arts Educator University, Boston 
1993 Cindy Pritzker President, Board of 1988 Mike Royko Newspaper Columnist 
Directors, Chicago Public Library 1988 John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie Jazz Trumpeter 
1993 Rigoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize Winner 1988 William Julius Wilson Sociologist 
1993 Jane Alexandroff A Prime Contributor to 1988 Ardis Krainik General Director, Lyric Opera 
the Success of Columbia College of Chicago 
1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator 
1993 Cokie Roberts Senior News Analyst, 1987 Lawrence K. Grossman President, NBC News 
National Public Radio 1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor, 
Social Service Administration 
1992 Hedrick L. Smith Journalist 1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 
1992 Mathilde Krim Medical Scientist and AIDS 1987 Margaret Burroughs Founder, DuSable 
Crusader Museun1 
1992 Henry Aaron Baseball Player and Executive 1987 Irving B. Harris Distinguished Contributor to 
Human Welfare 
1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic Director, 1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of 
The Negro Ensemble Company Agriculture 
1991 Helen Valdez President, Mexican Fine Arts 
Center Museum 1986 Fred Friendly Broadcast Journalist and 
1991 Johnathan Rodgers President, CBS Television Educator 
Stations 1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1954 
1991 Willard L. Boyd, President, Field Museum of and Peace 1962 
Chicago 1986 Randall Robinson Executive Director, 
TransAfrica 
1990 Faith Hubley Animator and Illustrator 1986 William Ford United States Congressman 
1990 Leon Despres Advocate of Social Justice 1986 Ruth Adams Editor, Bulletin of the Ato,nic 
1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer Scientists 
1990 Haskell Wexler Cinematographer 
1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist 1985 James Hoge Publisher, New York Daily News 
1985 Eileen Southern Music Historian 
1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate For Peace, 1985 1985 Ray Nordstrand President, WFMT, Inc. 
1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian 1985 The Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien 
1989 Bernice Weissbourd President, Family Focus Diplomat and Writer 
1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate in Physics 
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1984 William Appleman Williams Historian 1979 Jessie Woods Director, Urban Gateways 
1984 John Lewis Composer, Musician, and Founder 1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist 
of the Modern Jazz Quartet 1979 Maya Angelou Poet 
1984 Victor Navasky Editor, The Nation Magazine 1979 Carlos Fuentes Novelist 0 
1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader 1979 Ton1 Wicker Journalist ""4 
0 
1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, 1978 Robert Coles Social Philosopher N 
City of Chicago 1978 Edgar Y. "Yip" Harburg Lyricist 
1983 Marjorie Craig Benton United States 1978 Abby Mann Television and Film Writer LL. 
Representative to UNICEF 1978 Addie Wyatt Labor Humanist 0 
1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary Filmmaker 1978 Carlos Chavez Composer-Conductor (f) 
1983 Christopher Jencks Educator (f) 
1977 Oriana Fallaci Journalist 
<!'. 1982 Helen Caldicott Peace Advocate 1977 Eliot Wigginton Educator 
-' 1982 Sherry Lansing President, 20th Century Fox 1977 Maria Martinez Potter (_) 
1982 Luis Valdez Writer Director and Producer 1977 Gordon Parks, Sr. Photographer, Filmmaker, 
1982 James Van Der Zee Photographer and Writer w 
1982 Garry Wills Columnist 1977 Daniel Schorr Broadcast Journalist I 
I-
1981 Franklin A. Long Scientist 1976 John Hammond "Columbus" of American LL. 
1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist Music 0 1981 Michael Cacoyannis Film Director 1976 Roman Vishniac Biologist and 
1981 Marilyn French Writer Microphotographer I-
1981 George McGovern Statesman 1976 Katherine Kuh Art Critic, Curator, and Writer z 
1976 Jonathan Kozol Educator and Social Critic w 
1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman. Field Foundation 1976 Ed Bullins Playwright ~ 
of Illinois w 1980 Harry Weese Architect 1975 Arthur Mitchell Director, Dance Theatre (_) 
1980 Lois Wille Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner of Harlem z 1980 Ronald Williams Presiden t, Northeastern 1975 "Bricktop" Entertainer 
w Illinois University 1975 Alexander L.C. Wilder Composer 
1975 George W. Bonham Editor-in-Chief, C/1ange ~ 
, 
1975 Seymour M. Hersh Pulitzer Prize-winning ~ 
Reporter 0 
(_) 
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1974 Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Distinguished Lawyer 1970 R. Buckminster Fuller Architect 
1974 Ivan Albright Artist 1970 Frank Reynolds Broadcast Journalist 
1974 James T. Farrell Writer 1970 Fannie Lou Hamer Chairman, Mississippi 
1974 Ruth Page Dancer Freedom Democratic Party 
1974 Charlemae Rollins Acclaimed Librarian 1970 William M. Birenbaum President, Staten 
Island College, New York 
1973 Harrison E. Salisbury Associate Editor, 
New York Tin1es 1969 Sister Ann Ida Gannon, 8.V.M. President, 
1973 Bob Fosse Film, Theater, and Television Mundelein College, Chicago 
Director 1969 Charles Wilbert White, Artist 
1973 Rosa Parks Montgomery, Alabama 1969 David Halberstam Reporter, Puli tzer Prize 
1973 Myles F. Horton Director, Highlander Folk Winner 
School 
1973 James B. Holderman Executive Director, 1968 Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington Composer 
Illinois Board of Higher Education 1968 Louis J. "Studs" Terkel Writer 
1968 Ralph Nader Citizen 
1972 Quentin D. Young National Chairman, Medical 
Committee for Human Rights 1967 Dwight W. Follett Publisher 
1972 Pauline Kael Motion Picture Crit ic 1967 Kenneth F. Montgomery Attorney 
1972 Chester "Howlin' Wolf" Burnett Musician 1967 Norman Corwin Writer, Poet, and Playwright 
1972 Neil Sheehan Reporter, New York Times 1967 Langston Hughes Poet 
1972 William F. Russell Sports Commentator, 
Coach, and Athlete 1966 Eugene Rabinowitch Editor, Bulletin of 
1972 Newton N. Minow Public Servant and Attorney Atomic Scientists 
1966 Frederick Douglas O'Neal President, Actors' 
1971 William Proxmire United States Senator, Equity 
Wisconsin 1966 John Brademas United States Congressman 
1971 Kay Boyle Writer 
1971 Joseph Papp Director, New York Public 1965 Curtis D. MacDougall Distinguished Teacher 
Theatre and Shakespeare Festival 1965 Paul Hamilton Engle Poet and Teacher 
1971 Charles G. Hurst, Jr. President. Malcolm X 1964 Gwendolyn Brooks Poet 
College, Chicago 
1971 Aaron Siskind Photographer and Teacher * Honorary Doctorates in Arts. Science, Letters. 
Music and Humane Letters 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE GRADUATE LABAN CERTIFICATE IN MOVEMENT ANA LYS I S 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY & COUNSELING 
Amelia Barren 
Alexandra B. Callahan 
Diana Lynn Carlson 
Deva Mae Connen 
Alexandria D' Auria 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
Larisa Eastman 
Jessica Hamilton Hallam 
Kanchana Henrich 
Lenore W. Hervey 
Yu·ling Hu 
Danielle Marie Laurion 
Deanna L. Repic 
Katie Sopoci Drake 
Sara R. Van Koningsveld 
Andrea Welling 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 2010 
Julia Lynne Borcherts Kanchana Henrich Nicola Orichu,a 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & JOURNALISM 
COUNSELING 
Rachel L. Brammer·Shlay Christopher John Pratt 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & Stacie Nicole Johnson JOURNALISM 
COUNSELING JOURNALISM 
Maria D. Qultana-Diaz 
Sophia Natalie Brewer Cynthium Johnson-Woodfolk ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
JOURNALISM CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION MANAGEMENT 
Brandy Nicole Brooks Dimitrios Lazarus Kalantzis Rakhi K Rangparia 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Diana Lynn Carlson Danielle Marie Laurion 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & Ingrid Rojas Contreras 
COUNSELING COUNSELING CREATIVE WRITING· FICITION 
Deva Mae Connett Matthew Timothy Marcum Thomas M. Smith 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM 
COUNSELING 
Isabel Martinez-Mulcahy Jantae Franchesca Spencer 
Julie Ann Downey DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & CREATIVE WRITING · FICITION 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS COUNSELING 
Heidi Michelle Stallings 
Megan Mane Hall Laura Negrete JOURNALISM 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION 
COUNSELING 
25 
Alexandra Lynn Starrett 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Renne Shafiq Tadros 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Shanyah Rachelle Thomas 
JOURNALISM 
Angela Marie Timmons 
JOURNALISM 
Travis E. Truitt 
JOURNALISM 
Sara R. Van Koningsveld 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Margarita Wilhams 
JOURNALISM 
Kirsten Andrea Young 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
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CAND I DATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS MANAG EMENT 2010 
Brooke Noelle Blocki Anthony James Forneris Lisette Medina Clayton Randall Smith 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Calid Sundiata Keita Bowen Aleida Lynn Fuertes Jeffrey Samuel Miller Theresa Smith 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Kristen Nicole Brant Kristen Michelle Funk John Sargent Morris, IV Anthony Myles Spengel 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Prudence N. Browne Kristin Galioto Anthony Evans Moss Lindsay Aubrey Thobe 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Aleah Burks-Patterson Ryan James Hall Dane Murphy Sarah Elizabeth Umbach 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Abigail M.Csanda Andrea R. Hillsamer Ryan C. Partyka Martha A. Wade 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & I MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Alicia M. Disantis Lisa A. Kennelly Jared C. Petsy Megan Weber 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Daniel E. Dorough Chadd L. Kline Maya 8. Piergies Eric M. Weddle 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Jeanette Renee Drake Katherine Maire Knowles Allison Richelle Ratliff Monica Wojtyna 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT I 
.I 
Courtney Logan Drvaric Renne L. Krystek Wi Iii am T. Rogers 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
,J MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS I N TEACH ING 2010 
Sara E. Bassett 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Jessica Ruth Correa 
ART EDUCATION 
Lisa Dianne Coy 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Bethany Korrine Davis 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Lindsay Sue Devick 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Caroline Alicia Hackett 
ART EDUCATION 
Tracy L. Johns 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
Jennifer Marie Johnston 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Kristie Keenon 
ART EDUCATION 
Deonna Emerin Larkin 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Meherin Maredia 
ART EDUCATION 
Makenzie Elaine Marchant 
ART EDUCATION 
Meghaan Leigh Milligan 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Jessican Karras Nelson 
ART EDUCATION 
Blair Ashley Newman 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Lien Thi Nguyen 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Kristine A. Nixon 
ART EDUCATION 
Margaret Phillips 
ART EDUCATION 
Joanna F. Raabe 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Jamie Kyle Riekert 
ART EDUCATION 
Michelle Renee Robinson 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MASTER OF F I NE ARTS 2010 
Bradley R. Althouse 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Sara Walton Andrews 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS SOOK 
& PAPER 
Alverne De' Jesus Ball 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
Suzanne Marie Bartellon 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
Heather Lynn Grover Bella 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS BOOK 
& PAPER 
Hannah Grace Campbell 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Adam Lorr Celaya 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
27 
Victor Chaga 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Stacy Renee Chambers 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Heather Christoffer 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Mercedes Yolanda Cooper 
f"ILM&VIDEO 
Daisy Roman 
ART EDUCATION 
Heidi Lynn Samolinski 
ART EDUCATION 
Anna Putnam Shane 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Christopher W. Thomas 
ART EDUCATION 
Melissa Viveros 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Colleen Marie Walsh 
ART EDUCATION 
Danielle Barbara Williams 
ART EDUCATION 
Stephanie Mae Curl 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY 
Yulya Mykhiel Deych 
CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY 
Robyn Ilene Eastman 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
Lakita Latoya Gayden 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS 2 010 CONTINUED 
Hafizah Augustus Geter James Lower Kelly Parsell Steve Smaczniak 
CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS BOOK CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY 
& PAPER 
Aaron Livingston Golding Stephanie Ann Lupu Jantae Franchesca Spencer 
CREATIVE WRITING · FICITION INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & Anuradha Rana CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
MEDIA FILM & VIDEO 
Kristina Gosh Maiko Tomita 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & Ramah David Malebranche Alexa Janina Ramirez FILM & VIDEO 
MEDIA INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
MEDIA SCREEN Kevin Valentine 
Yigit K. Gue INDERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE Victoria L. Malone Kristin Ravel MEDIA 
SCREEN INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY 
MEDIA Cosmo A. Vivanco 
Jacqueline Marie Hill Jennifer Ray CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICITION Todd M. McCarty PHOTOGRAPHY 
CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY Leilani Wertens 
Crystal Lynne Holt Jason Reblando PHOTOGRAPHY 
FILM &VIDEO Kyle Miner PHOTOGRAPHY 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY Luke A. Wieting 
Margaret Jenkins Bell Ramon L. Reyes MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION Shamima Momtaz MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE SCREEN 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE SCREEN 
Nicole Susan Kemper Christopher McAll ister 
FILM & VIDEO Florian-Radu Murarescu Danielle M. Rivera Williams 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY 
Susanna R. Kirby SCREEN 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION Nathan Scott Sandberg 
Hideaki Noguchi MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
Shalaka Kulkarni CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY SCREEN 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA Izzy Oneiric Devin Schuyler 
CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
Susan Kwon MEDIA 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & David Oresick 
MEDIA PHOTOGRAPHY Tami · r amale" Sepp 
INDERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
Elizabeth J. Lemke Teresa Pankratz MEDIA 
CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS Ilana Shabanov 
R. Bryan Litt CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
FILM & VIDEO Claren Pappo 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
28 
Valedictorians 
Lauren Gill, Bachelor of Arts, Art and Design 
Kevin McElligott. Bachelor of Arts. Marketing Communication 
Jenna Ann Perusich, Bachelor of Arts, Theater 
Candidates for the 
BACHELOR OF MUS I C DEGREE 2010 
Derek Franklin Bahr• 
Christopher Edward Bennett 
Samuel Theodore Cerniglia* 
Andrew Robert Costello* 
Lucas Anderson DeArmey 
Adam Freeman Dittman 
Christopher Edward Ditton* 
Nathan Alexander Hanak* 
Justin Andrew Jungst 
Jeffrey Alan Levin* 
Garrett Patrick McGinn 
Brittany Lee Moffitt 
Luke Morse* 
Ellen O'Meara* 
Eric Andrew Olson* 
David Franklin Paige 
Michael Q. Philpot 
Cooper Michael Rich 
Timothy Albert Smisek 
Claire Constance Stahlecker• 
Benjamin J. Welzenbach 
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Candidates for the 
BAC H ELOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 2010 
Zach Elias Abubeker* Donell Robert Bonaparte* Lucas A Dachenhausen David Marc Folley* 
Asifuzzaman Ahmed Josh David Borman Dana H Dajani* Grace Alexandra Foster* 
Elia Luz Alamillo Karen Paige Bovinich* Deana Marie Daker Maria Evelin Frangioni 
Heather Mae Albert Jill Christine Bowarchuk* Kathryn Daker* Duncan Kenzo Frantz 
Erni ly J. Alexander* Andrea Marie Bowers* Lauren Elizabeth Laura Eliza beth French* 
Hazar Saad Alkhawaja* Ashley Lynn Bradley Damasauskas Aaron M Fulnecky 
Lucille Leona Allen Ashley Nichole Brayley Josiah George Damm* Douglas Colin Gabriel* 
Katherine Rose Alvarez Mary Eve Brothers Rachel Naomi Darter Jessica Marie Gaskill 
Tammy Jean Anderson* Courtney Jade Bruce Shen Woods Daughtry Anna Reilly Gaukel* 
Zachary Emert Anderson Taryn Lynn Buchanan Corey Davis Michael Gerard Gawrych 
Lexine Anguiano Elizabeth Budzak Katherine Rebecca Davis* Elisabeth Laura Geisert 
Katarzyna Jozefa Antoszczyk* Tabitha A. Butler* Marcus William Davis* Alexander Michael Getz* 
Daniel Arizaga Ti,nothy Allen Campos* Brittany Kay DeBoer John Thayer Giannini 
Matthew Aaron Austin* Allie Claire Canfield Lauren Kelly Devane* John Andrew Gietl* 
Mina Azarnoosh Finola Bridget Cantillon Julie DiDomenico Lauren Marissa Gill* 
Fabienne Edith Azor Ruben D. Cantu Bridget M Dickey Jazmin Emily Giron 
Anastasia Bailoni Lindsey E Caple* Houng Nguyen Dinh* Marisol Gonzalez 
Derrick Alan Baker Jaclyn Capozzoli* LeAnn Marie Ditter Hilary Lauren Gray* 
Richard Michael Bakosh Jason Michael Caris Marisa Donaldson Brittany Lynn Greenley* 
Beth Ann Barbieri* Douglas Jeffery Carlin* TI1omas Dubois* Sa,nantha S. Grego* 
Damian Richard Barnes Lina Paola Caro Jessica Leigh Dunk Jonathan Raymond Gugala* 
Anna Bartosiewicz Stacy Jewelle Castillo Danielle Ann Duplissis Kimberly Lynne Halpin* 
Elizabeth Dunn Basinger Lauren Michelle Catey* Rimi I. Duque Jennifer Nicole Hansen* 
Ronald Bass Ill Dennis Kevin Choe Jessica Ventura Dusel* Adam Gregory Hanson* 
Micah Colin Bayer Michelle Choi* Monica Dybala La'Donna M. Hardy 
Amy Dyan Becker Stanley Choi Sara Denise Ebel* Frederick R. Heidbrink 
Maria Violet Belan Nikki Elaine Cisewski * Amber R Echevarria David Thomas Held* 
Melanie Marie Berner* Joshua Aaron Clarfelt Talia Rose Eisenberg Nicole Lynn Helopoulos* 
Susannah Biehl Laurel Jean Cohen* Eric Matthew Ellis Bryan Joseph Heredia 
Leilah Frances Binker Eric Peter Coleman Cynthia Delores Es1nai l Melissa Ann Hewitt 
Teresa Kathleen Blewitt* Kelly Ann Coleman* Michael Wi lliam Esposito Margaret Rachel Hlaban* 
Chelsea Elizabeth Bley Casey Lauren Columbus* Christine A. Even* Chi Hang Ho* 
Ashley Marie Blose Stacey Anne Cooney Dana T. Farella* Jessica Leigh Hoekstra* 
Brandon P. Blunden Sabina Cosic Juan Manuel Fernandez* Megon Ann Holldorf* 
Barbara Esperanza Boada Brooke Elizabeth Currier* Jillian Fisher Mark A Holmes 
April Loren Bocchieri Julia O'Connor Czaszwicz Mary Kathryn Fix* Andrew Holp* 
Jessica Mary Bohler Maggie Eileen D'Alessandro Shareefa Elizabeth Flowers Megan Ida Honigmann* 
30 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree 2010 Continued 
Kimberly Kay Huff Danielle A. Luke Chester W. Munro* Salena Kristin Retsos 
Caitlin Mary Hummer Robert Magala OS\valdo Cazessus Muro Kelsey Michelle Rhodes• 0 Kathryn Sara Jacob Stefan Jozeph Mandula Jenna Kathleen Murphy Joyce Ann Rice• 
James Anthony Jalove Tyler Jacques Marcotte* Luke Mycyk Ruby J. Rivas• .... 
Alice K Johnson Alison Rae Martin Rachel Dianne Nelms• Nicole M. Rizzo• 0 
Diane M. Jones Angeline Agustin Kelly Ann Nemec Lindsey Elizabeth Robertson* N 
Sarah Elizabeth Jorgenson* Mascarenas* Kelsy Jane Nixon• Leanne Marie Roddy 
Badeeha Jubeh Kimberly Massman* Sawaka Noguchi Stephanie Kay Rogers* LL. 
Donald Ray Kamstra* Jonathan Mathias* lhobekile Nomthandazo Sarah Alysse Rosner* 0 
Nick E. Kapsalis Lauren Suzanne Mating Nthinda Regina Catherine Rotondo* 
Rafaelia Karpats Claire Regina McCarthy Caroline Elizabeth o·Brien* Heather Rudin (J) 
Fahd Kasbati Dianna Laura McDougall Daniel Richard o·connell Nathan Shawn Rutzky (J) 
Sarah Ann Kascel* Lisa Renee McGill Elder Ocampo* Jennifer Z Salas <( 
Kristi Lynn Kern• Keeley Jo McGuire Joseph Jeong Olson* Ashley Victoria Scapardine 
.....l 
Eun Bin Kim* Stephanie Allene McNair* Sarah Christine Olson Jennifer Lynn Schafer u Seung Gee Kim Angela Marie Mead· Karina Stefania Oswiecinski* Sarah Leeann Scherrman 
Rachel Denys Kirby* Crenshaw Heather Elizabeth Ouellette* Jennifer Ann Schiessle* w 
Jeanette Anne Klimczak* Valerie Medelyan Karilyn Ann Owens* Jennifer Lynne Schuster I Eric Bradley Klinger* Stacy Michelle Medema Naomi Grace Ozarowski Matthew Tucker Schwinn 
Austin R. Knierim Kirstin Meier • Carli A. Papp Stephanie Josephine Sexton I-
Jennifer R. Koch Mindy Meissen• Adrienne Paraczky* Petya P. Shalamanova* LL. 
Adam David Koenig Erika Meraz Eleonora Passarelli* Brittany Lynn Shelton 0 Krystal Marie Kopca* Angela Nicole Meyer* Kelli Marie Patava Jennifer Patricia Smith* 
Sara Rachel Kopke Katie Elizabeth Meyer* Joanna Aloysia Patterson Lesley Diann Smith* I-
Peter John Koryzno Kimberly A. Mezydlo Matthew Ryan Paulsen Ashley Carmel Smits* z Katerina Elia Kouzoukas Sloane Tirotta Michel LaNita Avanta Pearson Emily Elizabeth Solomon 
w Jared Robert Kraft James Anthony Milano Gabriela Yvonne Perez Nicholas T. Spence 
Meredith Devin Kramer Landry Allen Miller• Sara Marie Perez* Kyle Ann Spicer ~ 
Garrett Ryan Kucinski Alexa Ray Milliman* George Nikolov Perfanov Leah Ann Steinbauer w Heather Kunst* Rasa Elena Milo Claire Lorraine Pfohl Megan Alyse Stewart• u Nickolas Kurz Daniela Montelongo Lijana Pilelyte• John Edward Strejc* 
Dana Margaret LaCoco* carolina Montesino James E Pinkerton Maureen Margaret Sullivan* z 
Jessica Lee Langer* Nathaniel A. Morken Kevin Michael Ports Allison Leigh Sundstrom w 
Dena Elizabeth Larson Kathryn Margaret Morlan Harry James Puckett• Sara Catherine Swafford* ~ Brandon David Leach Melissa May Morley* Kaye Elizabeth Pugesek* Katherine Elizabeth SwieUik 
Vienne Marcia Lee Madison Montana Moroni early Morgan Rachal* Bernadeta Maria Szopinska* ~ 
Rose Kathryn Licavoli Monica Wen Moy Vanessa Lisa Rago* Malgorzata Sztwiertnia* 0 Daniel Franzen Linnihan Gretchen Vasco Mueller Tabitha Lorraine Rand Barbara Elizabeth Talaga* u Alexandra Jean Loftus Mary Ellen Munguia Alyssa Maree Rangel Lauren A Talent 
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Bachelor of Fine Arts Deg re e 2010 Continu ed 
Emily Anne Thomas Erica Nicole Vaughn* Courtney Marie Wheaton* 
Laura Catherine Thompson* Jeremy Harlan Vaughn* Nicholas Adam Widmont* 
Grahan, John Thoms Tannar Ryan Veatch Danielle Wilkin 
An Teng To* Margaret Frances Viso Brian D. Willard* 
Christine Lynn Todish* Lauren Ashley Walker Dena Williams 
Die,n Thuy Tran James Christopher Walsh Jessica Rose Williams 
Kiyomi N. Tran* Sydney Jo Walters Linda M Williams 
Amy Elise Traver* Benjamin John Ward Ashley Ann Winters 
Alex Dante Trejo Charle Alesia Washington Jay,ne Wojciechowski * 
Anna Sue Trier-Rourke Elizabeth Yvonne Weidner* Kyle Logan Wolff 
Kimberly Yi-Ann Tsui* Shane Welch Kristina Renee Wolter* 
Matthew Turek Frederick Walter Wells Lauren Grace Wood* 
Charles Antoine Turnage Max Will iam Wentzel* Christopher Everett Woods 
Candidates fo r the 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 2010 
Carl W. Aagesen Darrow Dionte Alexander Amanda Annette Anderson* 
Elliott William Abel DeAndre Alexander Jessica Armstrong Anderson 
Leah R Aboav Daniel Joel Alfonsi Krishuana Michelle 
Danielle Marie Abramowicz* Aaron Algas Anderson* 
Jamila M. Aburmishan Nasser Fa isal Alhamad Kristina Patrice Anderson* 
Tyrone Arciaga Acierto* Anna Elizabeth Allen Alaina Irene Andzelewski * 
Amanda L. Adams Eric Dale Allen* Erika Anguiano 
Lindsay Jane Adams Glenn Allen Jr. Jodine Ellen Annin* 
Wes A. Adams* Stacey Nicole Alletto* Oulayvone Anoudeth 
Adam Thomas Adcock* Ashley Nichole Alonso* Christopher On1ero Antonetti 
Solomon Ademola Adekale Joel Angelo Alonzo Ronnie Scott Appert 
Robert Agra Ill Tolgar A Alpagut* Nassim Arastoopour 
Karina Aguilar Brian Anthony Alston Masaki Araya 
Cristina Aguirre Amanda Rae Alt* Kristyn a M. Archer* 
Amy Elizabeth Ahrens* Mike Allan Altstadt Dana Simone Arcicovich* 
Christopher Michael Aimers* Katrina L. Amante Timothy Arendt* 
Lisa Alaniz Alex Mckenzie Amend Eleanor Harriet Arlook 
Michelle L. Albert Jade Nicole Amey Helen Sonia Arma las* 
Erin Rachael Albertson Filiberto JR Anaya Jr. Dana Rieley Armington 
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Jullian Christian Woods* 
Lauren Elise Woods 
Ellen B. Wright 
Kelsey Wright* 
Michelle Vague 
Jeri Michelle Yingling 
Margaret Jin Yoon 
Rogelio Zamudio 
Christine Marie Zimmerman 
James Michael Zintak 
Arthur James Zitzka 
Danielle Renee Zuberbuhler* 
Benjamin Adam Zurawski* 
Michael Healy Armstrong 
Eric Matthew Arndt* 
Paolo N. Arriola 
Araceli Arroyo* 
Lee Arnulfo Arroyo 
Jimmy Arteaga 
Maritsa Arteaga 
Farah Asif* 
Andrew Michael Atkinson 
Dan Salvatore Atteo 
Timothy John Attewell * 
Julie Marie Atty* 
Russell Cooper Augustine 
Pamela A. Austria* 
Pete A. Avelis 
Jarrod Emerson Ayme 
Gary Lee Baczewski 
Ashley Ann Badgley* 
Shasta Ann Bady 
Yasmine G. Baharloo Teresa M Baumgardner Aimee Elizabeth Blakemore Gulllermo Bravo 
Amanda Elizabeth Bahler Robert Earl Beard Christy Lynn Blaney Colleen Marie Brennan 
Aaron Richard Baker Pierre Beaulieu• Kevin Bley* Marcella Joann Brennan 
Dennis Vincent Baker Laurel Collette Beck Sophia Marie Block* Alexandra Leigh Bridwell* 0 Eliza Katrina Baker Claudette Moinque Becton Hermine Fay Bloom George Bridwell 
Karlie Ann Baker• Christine Bedenis Phillip lsachar Bloom Jessica Gloria Brock 
"""' Kathryn Elise Baker* Jarrett Begick* Laura Elizabeth Bluett Jennifer Amy Brody* 0 
Kevin Larue Baker John Luciano-Robert Thomas T. Bluett Albert Joseph Brown N 
Paige Elizabeth Baker• Belciglio Jessica Lynn Blumberg• Ar'Nita L. Brown 
Kyla Rose Ballschmiede* Margot Ilana Belgorod Kevin Michael Bobor* Ashley Marie Brown* LL.. 
Noura Bandar Carly Alexandra Beltramo* Alexander Benjamin Bohan* Derek Stuart Brown* 0 
Kaitlin Angeline Bandura Kimberly Sondra Bennett John Michael Bolles Kevin J. Brown 
Robert Tristan Banks* Lea Lanae· Bennett Kate Elizabeth Bond* Kevin Lamont Brown (/) 
Marc Joseph Sannes Maggie Leigh Bennett* Afton Rae Bondarenko Kristina Kara Brown (/) 
Shays Bapple Melissa Gail Bennett* Albert Bonitzer 111• Shantell Marie Brown <( 
Alex Buchanan Baptista Daniel Joseph Beno Sarah Anne Bonkowski* Emily Margaret Browne* 
___J 
Sonja Barac Nicole Benzer* Kimberly Elise Booker Nora Terese Broz• u Carly Ann Baranak* Tyler N. Berg Sarah Mae Boone Jazmine Gabrielle Bruce 
Mark Barefield Lisa Francine Bergami Bradley Ross Bordyn David Louis Bruno w 
Stephen Anthony Barendt Ozzie Ceasar Bergenholtz Jessica Borowski Gerrie Marie Bruno I Caitlin Alicia Barillas* Christopher Bergeron Madeline Claire Bosack* Thomas Andrew Bruno 
Bethany Rose Barnes Sean William Bernard* David Boss Margaret Leigh Bryan ~ 
Ethan Daniel Barnowsky* Theodore Eddie Berry Nathan C. Bouda Lauren Brzuszkiewicz* LL.. 
Nicholas Barnum* Elizabeth Lauren Berta* Nick S. Boulton Joseph Robert Bubel 0 Maricruz Barrera Lauren Alexandra Betenia Nicole Lynn Boven Brandon Joseph Buczek 
Nathan David Barrett Kyle Robert Biel Larry Bowen Lisa Marie Buer• ~ 
Stephanie Routh Barrett* Vaughn David Bien* Edward Boyd Derek Walker Buesking* z Karla Anne Barrus* Jeffrey Biertzer Jr. Chelsea Boyle* Ravis La'Shawn Buford 
Alla Barsky Garenne Sanya Bigby* Marlon J. Bracamontes Kyle Christopher Bulmann w 
Jacob Logan Barth Nicholas Elliott Biggs Benjamin Michael Bracken Michelle Bunde ~ 
Sara Y. Barto Burton Charles Bilharz Michael Anthony Bradford Margaret Buns w 
Kellie Rose Bartoli * Eric Francis Billitt ier Teleya Caprice Bradford Barry B. Burce u Michael Denis Bartz• Matthew Durant Binswanger Jonathan William Bradley James Michael Burkett 
Garrett W. Baruch John Clark Bishop* Benjamin James Bradshaw• Brigette Sheron Burnett z 
Kristopher Hadley Bass Russell Glen Bishop Michelle Elizabeth Brady Lauren Elizabeth Burris* w 
Anthony Bryant Batchelor Braxton Michael Black* Eric Bragagnolo* Steven Christopher Burritt ~ Michelle Marie Bateman* David Coulter Blackford Lauren Elizabeth Brandt Eric Jon Burshiem* 
Elizabeth Otelia Battenberg John Trevor Blair Michael Jay Brandt Scott Frances Busch* ~ 
Juliana Battista Philip Thomas Blair Michael Jay Brankis Shawn E. Bush 0 Garrett P. Bauer Shenelle Gladys Blair Janay Marie Brannic Nicole Anne Butkus u Joseph Ralph Baumel Ryan Anthony Blake* Elyse Clair Brannigan* Ruby Dionne Butler 
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Tommi Butler Chris Catterson Travis Cowan Cobb Michelle Jessica Cox* 
Lauren Greer Butterfield Peter Kennedy Cavanaugh Chase Thomas Coble Tara Ashley Cox 
Briana Ellysia Byrd Muamer Celik Jason Stuart Cocking* John Anthony Coxworth 
Matthew Hausmann Caddell Lori Cepa Vanessa Arlene Coffin Gary Alan Craig* 
Camille Cadenhead Carlos Cerrato Jr. Ben Rafael Cofresi- Justin Kyle Cramer 
Nicholas Roy Caesar Ivan Cespedes Silverstein* Seth Patrick Cramer* 
Alexander David Cain Jong Hoon Chae Danielle Cohen Charles W. Crane 
Nicolette Galdwell Keir Jordan Challinor* Stacey Michelle Cohen Jonah Grismore* 
Sean Callahan* Charlie Chan Ashley Shayna Cohen-Lewe Regan Ann Crisp 
Lauren Nicole Cameron Shari Michelle Chapman Adam Wesley Cole* Leanne Elizabeth Crittenden* 
Joseph John Campagna* Stephen Douglas Charles· James Robert Cole* Anthony Joseph Crocello 
Carrie A Campbell Kendall Tarah Laurene Cole* Harrison Cross II* 
Patrick Joseph Campbell Corinne Nichole Chase* Paulette Caryon Coleman Milo Marie Crosswhite 
Jessica Campos Brian Thomas Chavanne Zac Alexander Coleman Alexander Benjamin Crozier 
Charisma Cannon Martin Paul Chen Heather Leigh Coll-Aitken* Allen J. Cruz 
Erica Cano Alexander H. Cheng John Matthew Collett Emily Kota Cuevas* 
Emily Martha Gapdevielle* Ross Adam Cherney Josie E Collins Jonathan Alexander Cuevas 
Joshua Lee Caputo Daniel Patrick Cheskis William Collins* Jose Francisco Cuevas* 
Jacob Charles Carlson Ryan Matthew Chibucos Maribel D Colon Carroll Leland Cullerton 
Keith Robert Carmack Christopher Grant Chinouth Brandon Allen Comerford Joseph Michael Culotta 
Caitlin Carnahan* Nick Anthony Chirico Katie Morgan Connelly Courtney Michelle Cummings 
Brendan Kriegh Carney* Mike Cho Sean Patrick Connor Matthew Stephen Cumrnings 
Felicia Veronica Garo Lauren Michelle Chopra Thomas Joseph Connor Vincent R. Cunningham 
Christina Wilson Carraro Ben Thomas Christie* Tyler Jarn es Cooper* Nicholas Joseph Cupani 
Rinska Michelle Carrasco Katarzyna Cichon Anna Kathleen Corcoran* Matthew Stephen Cusimano* 
Arturo Carrillo Matthew Harrison Ciernia Collin Robert Cordery Roger N. Cuzelis 
Monica Lynn Carrillo Tina Lynn Ciesielski Jeffrey Edward Cordes Jamie Lynn Cvikota 
Ka itlin Stena Carrow Michael Anthony Cirone* Kevin Michael Cornell Justin Michael Cyrul 
Sean A. Carter Lisa Marie Cisneros* Olivia Antionette Correa Elizabeth Marie Czupta* 
Carla Marie Caruso Erinn Kathleen Claire Olivia Suzanne Correa Danielle R. D'Antonio 
Anthony Michael Casanova Brandon R. Clark Rachel Marie Corsi Piotr Dabrowski 
Daniel T Case* Kandis Dominquie Clark Christopher Nicholas Corte Christiaan Henning Dageforde 
Dorothy Ann Casey Nora Gahagan Clark Jasmine Bianca Cortes Damien Dagovitz* 
Kyle T Casey Victor A. Clark Xelina Vera Cortez Ryan Davis Dale* 
Lisa Michelle Casey Joshua Nivy Clarke Fred Berton Cortright Michael John Dalicandro* 
Rose Louise Cassidy* Amy Marie Clausel* Elida Amelia Coseri* Kristin Lee Damrow* 
Roger Isadore Castaneda Jacob Peter Clausen* Brittany Renae Cosgrove* April Louise Danaher* 
Andrea Beatriz Castanon* Alexander Wayne Clawson* Devin Thornas Costello Niema Sade Dancy 
Tamara Rae Castiglione* Corey Kay Clifford Kyle Robert Cotsones Amanda Christine Daniels* 
Daniel Evan Castro Michael Bia ke Clouser Rachel Leigh Coulter Eric Ivan Daniels 
Jeffrey Jordan Catt Andrew James Coate Scott Jonathan Cowan Sharhonda Trean·e Daniels 
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Joseph Abe Dankha Elisabeth Diaz Zachary M. Dyon Yesenia Fernandez 
Andrew Danks Kelly Dickerson Justin David Eades Richard N. Feuerstein* 
Steven Nassir Daoud Emmett Leroy Dickman Eric D. Easterling Scott Henry Fiedler 
Matt Scott Darnall Justin Dickman Nicole Ann Ebat Karl Wade Fields 0 Meredith Kay Daufenbach* Erika Lee Diefenbacher Kelsey Marie Eckberg Daniel Edwin Filar* 
Jazzy Dominique Davenport Dakita Arletha Dillard Tyler Eckhart Marc B. Filerman* 'l""'I 
Curtis Davis Paul Hoang Dinh Ian Charles Edwards Benjamin Fine 0 
Eric Michael Davis* Nick Joseph Dirosa* Jeremy Charles Edwards* Rachel Lauren Fink-Sigler* N 
Evan Daryl Davis Treba Victoria Dismuke Tyler Martin Edwards* Patrick John Finnegan 
Jean Marie Davis* Christopher Ryan Dixon Will S Ekpo Sara Nicole Fischbach l.J.... 
Keisha Rene Davis Emily Elizabeth Dixon* Trevor Adam Eldridge* Kyle Scott Fischer 0 
Lindsey Davis Brooke A.O. Doaks Greg Eugene Ellcessor* Corey W. Fisher* 
Nathaniel Paul Davis Carolyn Ann Dobbe* Woodrow Ellis Jr. Laura Elizabeth Fisher* Cf) 
Lara Lynne Davis-Olander Juliusz Dobiesz• Kayla Nadine Ellsworth* Molly R. Fishman Cf) 
Brent Richard Day* Nicole Christine Dodaro Amie Noel Engerbretson* Rahel Fissha <( 
Stuart Day Kaytee Elisabeth Doering Charles Edward English Jason Allen Fitzgerald* 
_J 
Sarah Ann Dayiantis* Sara Ann Doherty Jungwook Eom* Nicholas James Fitzhugh u Lindsay Lindsay De Haan* Ryan Dolan Kyle R Epstein* Brian Terrence Fitzmaurice 
Christine Cronin DeAlba* Ryan Patrick Dolan Sheridan Gabrielle Ernst Daniel Halden Fitzpatrick w 
Sean DeDecker* Isiah Maurice Donaldson Stephanie Esposito James Quinn Fitzpatrick I 
Brittany DeGroat* Danielle Kristie Donates lyset Tatiana Estrada Kayla Brooke Fivecoat* I-Christine DelaCerda* John Michael Donatowicz• Matthew Evans Nikolas Charles Flanders* 
Jamil DeMontmorency* Raymond Donovan Il l Steven Ray Fabinski Shaun Michael Fleeger l.J.... 
Ryan Matthew DePesa* Brittany Ann Doolittle* Kara Joan Fadden Etana Flegenheimer* 0 Evan DePue* Nina May Dorchincez* Abel Joel Fajardo Christy Fleming 
Thomas DeRoma* Bri ttnee L Dowdy* Ryan Falk Kaitlin Grace Fletcher I-
Philip Destefano Jacob Dressel* Caitl in Rebecca Falster Jeff D Fleyshman z 
Robert Joseph Deem Jonathan Michael Drexler* laura Caroline Fandl Troy Michael Flinn w Craig Russell Deering Thomas David Drinka Seth Kelly Farley Angelica Yolanda Flores 
Annye Kristina Degrand* Emily Grace Drumm Jennifer Anne Farnham* Jacqueline E. Flores ~ 
Vanessa Vanessa Andrew Drummond Kristina Marie Farrell Rafael Flores w 
Del Rosario* Andre Martel DuBois Jonathan James Farrer Daniel Fogarty u Christopher David DelSesto Richard Michael Dugan• Alex Michael Farrington Jonathan Cory Follett z James Delaney IV Liane Duke* Joshua Charles Fasseel* Tatiana Fonseca 
Cynthia Pamela Delgado Monika Klara Dulian• Kristina Ashley Faust Brittany Renee Foster* w 
Andrew T. Delneky Sally Christine Duncan Nicole Lynn Faust* Janelle Corrinne Foszcz* ~ Carmen laura Denigris Kurt Dunsing Khalilah M. Feagins Daniel B Fournier 
Phillip Denofrio Ill Anthony Steven Duran Emily Marie Fehlberg* Chelsea Marie Fox* ~ 
Mike Robert Devlin* Raymond Edward Duran* Kaaren Parks Fehsenfeld* Jamie lee Fox• 0 Zach Dexter Rebecca Ann Durney• Deborah Hart Fellinger Jennifer l ee Fox u Ami Kaur Dhaliwal Katarzyna Dworzecka* Daniel Jacob Fenster Kaitlin Marie Fox 
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Michelle Diane Fox* Robert William Garcia Sandra a Goldfield* Christopher Grindley 
Savanna Rose Fox Jennifer Gardunio Luis Gomez* Amy Kathleen Grogan 
Mark Fragassi Jr. Daniel William Garlington Johnny Edward Gomolka Ian Edgar Gronau 
William Ross Frame Destiny Lacole Garrard-Jones Jeffery D. Gonzales Jay Running Grooms* 
Monique Marie Francis Sara Ashley Garritano* Matthew Paul Gonzales* Nicole Helen Grow 
Carinna Franco Samuel L Garvey* Allyson Marie Gonzalez Tim Grudowski* 
Eric Abraham Frankel Athena Grace Garvin* Benjamin Jacob Gordon Sean Michael Gschwind* 
Julian Glenn Franklin Jamie Lea Garvison* Melody Sau ncere Gordon Yessica Gamboa Guerrero 
Mollie Blair Franklin* Jessica Lauren Garza Loretta Veronica Gorski Katherine Claire Gugger* 
Norman Ernest Franklin Edward Gatton Jr.* Miranda Rae Gorski* Kyle Edward Gullotto* 
Ariana Eve Franks Zachary Ray Gaziano John Francis Gosling* Ravi Gurne-Mannina 
Kalin Elizabeth Franks* Helen W. Gebregiorgis* Iris-Victoria Goss Alicia Gutierrez 
Emily Ann Franz Valerie Alana Geer Matthew Daniel Gossen* Susan Michelle Gutzki 
Kristin Elizabeth Frasca* Christina Ann Genitti Kevin Alan Gosztola* Fatima Guadalupe Guzman* 
Courtney L Frazer Madelyn Rae George Tandy Gourd 111 * Kurt Gysbers 
Alex Tanner Fredericksen Jason Daniel Gerber* Whitley Jordan Gower Michael Thomas Haas* 
Eric Nathaniel Freeman* Lena Ann Geronimo Leah Harris Graham Dawn Haase 
Rebecca Anne Freitag Edward A. Gervain Morgan Hanna Graham* Scott Alan Hacker 
Eugenia Anna Freshman Ramsey Alexander Ghunim Lindsey Nicole Granata Fady Jiries Haddad* 
Danna E Friedberg Angela Giaco Jeffrey Graveline Kyle Anton Hafkey 
Thomas Richard Friz Laura Carol Giammattei Jessica Kristen Gray Katy Haggis* 
Sebastian Frohm Dominic C. Giammicchio Joan Kathleen Gray Timothy Haigh 
Samantha L. Frontera Michael D. Gibli Shardaa' Novis Gray Joshua Alexandre Haines 
Miyako Fukuda* Aaron Gibraski Todor Grbevski Kimberly Ann Haines 
Allison O'Connor Fulghum* Elizabeth Marie Gifford Caitlin Elizabeth Green Michelle Halek 
Richard Furniss Megan Elyse Gifford* Katherine Elizabeth Green Lauren Ashley Hales 
Penny Lynn Gae Jerome Robert Gilbert Lindsay Renee Green* Sarah E1nily Haley* 
Rachel Eve Gaffen Andrew John Gillett Victoria Erin Green Concetta Michelle Hall* 
David Michael Gaffney* Eric Gillette Adam Reed Greenberg* Julius c. Hall 
Katherine Jo-Carmen Galan Maria Gillis Jeremy Nathan Greene Rebecca Ashford Haltom* 
Thomas Daniel Gallagher Lenny William Gilmore* Samantha Jane Greer* Sandra Nicole Hamer* 
And res Fell pe Ga II ego Joshua Adan1 Gist* Candice Gregg Dana A. Hamilton 
Richard Allen Galvez Vincent Frank Giuliano Stefanie Barbara Greisbach Joshua David Hana 
Irving Manuel Gamboa* Michael E. Giza James L. Griffin Patti Marie Hane 
Fabricio Jr Gamez Jr. Marvin Hi llard Glass Joseph Charles Griffin Grace Violet Hanel 
Laura Katherine Gans Nicholas Duran Glenn* Lindsay-Taleah Griffin* Margaret Elizabeth Hankel* 
Danielle C. Garcia Jacob Grant Glover Mackenzie An1anda Griffin Christopher B. Hanley 
Gabriela Garcia Kurtis David Gnagey Matthew Stephen Griffin Cory Scott Hanlin* 
John Paul Garcia* Andrew Thomas Gnorski Jillian Griffith Lauren Gail Hansen 
Linda Garcia Matthew Smith Goder Jonathan Stephen Grijalva Eric A. Hanson* 
Miguel Angel Garcia Shelby Goelz Samuel Jesse Grimes* Lisa Marie Harden* 
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Erin Rose Hardy Liam Andrew Hemming Megan Hoffman* Polina Svetlozarova lvanova 
Rick E. Hardyman Christopher William Christopher Hoffmann Stanislava lvanovic* 
Lauren Elizabeth Harger Hemstreet Irene Elizabeth Hofrichter* Johnny Jackson Ill 
Jeff L Harlow• Colin David Hendershott* Sarah Catherine Hogan* Alexander Thomas Jacobs 0 
Kyra Harper Harper* Brian Henderson* Meredith Megan Hogeland* Lindsey Beth Jacobs 
Kelly Ann Harrington Kristen Michelle Hendon* Krista Leigh Hoitomt* Sara Austin Jacobs* 
.-t 
Portia Tondalia Harrington Ryan Hendricks* Hollie Hojek* Derek Samuel Jaeschke* 0 
Benjamin Michael Harris Venice Elizabeth Hendricks Alicia Lorraine Holec* Ivan St. Jaffe N 
Brittany Amanda Harris Akil Shomari Henry Jacob Stuart Hollander Kyle John Jamison* 
Natasha J Harris Kellye Renee Henton* Wade Alexander Holliday* Josh Wesley Jansky LL.. 
Veronica Lynette Harrison Yael Herbstman Christo1>her D. Hollingsworth Ian Alexander Jarosak 0 
Stephen Scott Harrod John William Hermie Frostine Holmes Bojan Jasnic 
Andrew Stephen Hart* Alfredo Alvys Hernandez• Eric Allen Holtane* Alex Jasso (f) 
Nicholas Anthony Hart David Hernandez Kathryn Marie Holtzhauser• Candice Lynette Jasso (f) 
Brett Adam Hartle Natasha Bunny Hernandez Christopher J. Hooker• Jonathan Lee Jefferies* <( 
Zach Steinbach Hartman Andrew Hertzberg• Zachary S Hoopes Siobhan Nicole Jeffers __J 
Sara Faye Harvey April Marie Hicks* Joseph w. Hopper Kyle Adam Jeffery u 
Paul Bradford Hastings Jason Anthony Hicks Maria Rae Hornby Derek Anthony Jenkins 
Samantha Ella Hatch* Jonathan Elliott Higdon Brian Lamar Horne* Kyle Matthew Jenkins w 
Evelyn Hatziandreou Tim Martin Higgins* Heather K. Hornor Stephanie Claudia Jenks I 
Kayla Haug* Michael Andrew Hilger• Chelsea Horrigan* Jaryd Jensen I-
Jeffery Stephan Haupt Stephanie Hilger• Eric M. Houge* Kellie Elizabeth Jensen 
Tasha Marie Hawkins* Joscelyn Anne Hill Ian Richard Hough* Michelle Elizabeth Jeremias LL.. 
John Edward Hayes Kevin Alexander Hillemeyer* Katherine R. Hovland Carlos Jimenez 0 
Ashley Shirene Haynes Sonja A. Hilson Leah Sylvia Howard Damian Jimenez* 
Ebony Nicole Haynes• Zachary Jacob Himelhoch* Shannon Traci Huladek Isabel Jimenez I-
Anthony Joseph Hays Gianni Ellis Himmel Ethan James Hulbert* Ryann Marie Jocewicz* z 
Jackson Clark Haywood* Elizabeth Marie Hinderhan* Lauren Elizabeth Hume Kady Dyann Johnsen w 
Tempestt Danyele Hazel* lchiro Hino Stephen Anthony Hund Alicia Nicole Johnson 
Adam Michael Heater Christian Allan Hins* Joseph Hunt Jr.* Amber Dawn Johnson ~ 
Amanda Heckman• Max Hirtenstein Nicholas Allen Hunt* Amel ia Maria Johnson w 
Matthew Ian Hefferin Joshua Michael Hish* Kevin J Hunter Brooke Andrea Johnson* u 
Brianna Diane Heffron• Ian Louis Hitre* Kirk Matthew Hunter* Chelsea Cherese Johnson* z Brooke Christine Heidler Dianne Hlinsky Danielle Hurt* Hunter David Johnson 
Naomi Christine Heilmann* Jonathan M. Hlutke Matthew Russel Hyland* Nicholas D Johnson w 
Kevin Graham Hein Damien T. Hodges Kristen Maria Iannuzzi* Nicholas J. Johnson ~ 
Brennan Timothy Heldt Darnell Le'Mont Hodges Jacoby lhejirika Robin E. Johnson 
Daniel John Hellebuyck* Jordon Tyler Hoeft Nicolas J. Iovino Sarah Kathleen Johnson ~ 
James Michael Helm* Ryan Michael Hoesley* Timothy James Ipsen* Terrence Lashad Johnson 0 
Colin Christopher Helton Devon William Hoff-Weekes Barry Gene Irving Tiffany Hermania Johnson u 
Ally Jean Hemauer* Alyssa Rae Hoffman Amanda Blair Isaacs* William Bradley Johnson 
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Zachary Steven Johnson* Joseph G. Kavanagh Tyler Kraig Kleeman Elvis Charlie-Arrow Kunesh 
Brian Johnston Chiaki Kawasaki Justine Alexis Klein* George Joseph Kupczak 
Alex Gregory Jones Nicholas Gerasimos Kazonis Matthew Klein Elizabeth Anastacia Kushner* 
Anthony Norwood Jones Lisa Maria Keane Whitney Leanne Kleinick* nmothy Karl Kuttruff 
Cassie Jones Tracy Aislinn Keane* Ashley V Klich Robin Kwiecinski 
Jordan Michael Jones Gabriel Keenan Jonathan David Klipp* Keanon Calvert Kyles 
Kafin iambi Tyiee Jones* Kathryn El izabeth Kehoe Stefanie Jean Kljucaric* Ramona A Kywe 
Rachel Justine Jones Bailey Sue Kelley* Julie Deanne Klos* Nicholas Joseph La Banca* 
Linda C. Jordan Brian James Kelly Lyndsie A Klott Lawrence LaBrune Ill 
Devin Michael Jorgenson Lauren Ann Kelly* Kassandra Ann Kluga Amber Marie LaGore 
Daniel Edwin Judy Nicole Kennebeck George Kmetty IV Anne Nicole LaManna* 
Katie Julien Erik A. Kennedy Lyndsey Marie Knauf* Rosanna LaPorta 
Megan Marie Jung Brandy Kent Lisa Rose Knowski * Kyle E. Lavalley 
Charlie Jungwirth Dan Gordon Kenyon* Omega Cheryl Koch Matthew John Lacy 
Chelsea Anne Junker Thomas C Kenyon* Matthew Paul Koehler Brian Thomas Lagerstron1 
Imelda Rosa Jurado Scott Matthew Kerr Rachael Elizabeth Koetsier Sawyer Jordan Lahr 
Jaroslaw (Jerry) Jurkiewicz John Calhoun Kersten* Ahmed Musiol Kolacek David Lai 
Ebonne Daveda Just* Mathias Wolfgang Kettler* Gretchen Ann Konrad* Michael J. Lampa 
Michelle Danielle Taylor Ann Keyes Anna Kopylenko* Nicholas Thone Lande 
Juszkiewicz Bethany Miles Khachaturian* Julia Korol Joshua Nathaniel Landry 
Eli Kaberon* Paul Khailo Naomi Ann Kothbauer Laura Jean Lane* 
Brian Christopher Kaempen Kimia Akram Khalvati Heather Elizabeth Kouros* Jeffrey David Lange* 
Gabriel Gordon Kahn Katerina Kiagias Dionisia Koutsis Nicholas Lynn Lanham 
Ell iot Kahng Jay Kidd* Michael Joseph Koza* Katie A. Lanigan* 
James C. Kalfas Yusei David Kijima Christopher Julian Kozina Carol Finola Lara 
Nikki K Kalinowski Edward D Kim Eric Jonathan Kozlowski Catherine Ann Laraia* 
Richard Angelo Kallas* Jonathan Kim Erica Joy Kraft A1nanda Suzanne Lasher 
Kristina Ann Kalous Sun Bum Kim Ryan Jeremy Krarnarz Evan Alan Lasko 
Peter Anthony Ka,nuda Susie soo-j in Kim* Kamil Julian Krawczyk Thon1as J Latvys* 
Andrew Joseph Kane Shelby Lynn Kimbrew* Nathaniel Lee Krempel* Laura Anne Lauber 
Chelsea Alyne Kane Ashlee S. Kimbrough Veronica S. Kring Brad Lavery* 
Ryan Edward Kania* Donley King Jr. Anthony Joseph Krol Kevin Loren-Lanny-Rogers Law 
Monica Anna Karas Bryan Kingsley Rachel Pearl Krueger Michael Timothy Lawrence 
Jacob Karbin Ward Marshal Kinkade* Sara B. Krukowski Rebecca Christine Lawrence 
Szymon Karbowski Jaleesa Rosha Kirk Colleen Margaret Krupa Alexis Kathryn Layman 
Dana Michelle Karlin Erin Nicole Kirkpatrick Ryan Kenneth Krzak Javier Lazaro 
Allyce May Karrasch Teresa Marie Klaban* Eleanor Sue-Wei Kuan* Taylor Ann Lazzara 
Matt Kashuda Michael Steven Klasek Marcy Elizabeth Kubik Michael Michael Le Van 
Martin Jacob Kasper Kristen Lee Klauda* Derek Adam Kucynda Jennifer Marie LeBlanc* 
Katherine Elizabeth Katona* Nicholas Raymond Klaus* Haley Anne Kuhlman Logan LeDuc* 
Daniel Scott Kauchick Mallory Ann Kledzik Gargi Kwnar Shannon Leahy 
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Jorge Alberto Leal* Amanda Jo Lokey Mari Danielle Maldonado* Lena Mattson 
David Leath John Lomax Jr. Agata Wanda Malkowski Ryan Kenneth Maxey 
Ann Meredith Leavitt* Angelica Marie London- Allyson Mallick Dennis H Maxwell 
Sofia K. Lebedeva Johnson Taylor Michael Mallory Angelica Mazza 0 
George Jr Lebessis Jr. Gabriela P. Lopez Alexander Cunningham Malm* Anthony Jospeh Mazzuca 
'Pt 
Alison Elizabeth Lee Dominque Sade Lott Leila Esther Maloff Stephanie Christine McAuliffe 
Porsche Franchesca Lee Matthew Ian Lottman Angelica Maria Malyszko Gabrielle Rae McBride 0 
Songhee Lee Jamie Lee Lound Shereene Manimala* Nicole Danielle McCarthy N 
Ruthie Jean Legros Erin Brittany Love Emili Renee Manion Bridget Kathleen McDermott* 
Brittany Sarah Lehmann Lamonica Inez Love Kimberly Ellen Manning Jessica M. McDermott LL 
Laureen Candice-Nadine Shaquita Shalone Love Lyanne Barbara Manzanilla Danielle Holly McDonald 0 
Lembe Anya Angelina Loverdi* nmothy Patrick Mara Colleen Michele McDunn* 
Amilcar B. Leme Myles Jared Lowery Carlos Alberto Marban Kevin Raymond McElligotr• (/) 
Nicole C. Lenard* Anthony Lu Nicholas Richard Ashley McGinn* (/) 
Michael Lencioni* Harrison Robert Lubel Marcinkowski* Michael S. McGovern* <( 
Colin Lenehan* Lakeshia Lynn Lucious* Jillian Marcus Brynn Elizabeth McGowen _J 
Shawna Rae Lent* Andrew David Luckenbill * Evridike Evie Markoulatos Meghan Norine McGrath* (_) 
Brian Abraham Leonard Joel R. Luevano Colby Brian Markwell Kyle P. McGraw 
Nicole Anastasia Leonhardt* Roland l uitgaarden* Christopher John Marlowe* Maggie McGraw w 
Cesar Lerma Daniel Kevin Luke David Wesley Marlowe Nathan Kyle McGraw I 
Andrew Reuben Lerud Brittany Victoria Lukovich Chrissie Andrea Maroulli* Ashley Nicole McGuire f-
Brendan Christopher Lester Raul Luna Yarishia Sonee Marshall Ashley Lynn McHale 
Edward J Leto Heather Rose Lundt* Jennifer Jean Martellotti Holly Christina McHugh LL 
Daniel Jacob Levin Shaina Lyn·Waitsman* Richard Christopher Rhys McIntyre 0 
David Joseph Levin Stephen Patrick Lynch Martens* Ryan McIntyre 
Melissa B. Levine* Tyler Lynch* Katie Elizabeth Martin Larinda Lorine McKelvy f-
Hannah M. Levy Patrick M. Lyons Michael Raymond Martin Brittany McKinley* z 
Angelika Mahdia Lewis Jonathan Thomas MacDonald Paul Gerard Martin Matthew Sean McLaughlin w 
Shellie R. Lewis* James Michael MacNichol* Timothy Charles Martin* Dennis Mclennand Jr. 
Theodora Liakos Jessica M. Machen Maryhazel Santos Martinez Camille Rene Mcl ucas ~ 
Vero111ca Kate Libman* David Jesus Macias Mariana Prates Martins* Matthew Jay McMunn w 
Kevin M Lilienthal* Carmen Paola Maciel* Kristin Michelle Marty Karl Anthony McNaught (_) 
Jennifer Natalie Linard Chelsea Elizabeth Mack* Michael Maryniw Trevor Alexander z Lauren Ashley Lisinski Kendra Elaine Mack* Linnea Mason McNaughton 
Daniel Christopher little* Nathaniel P. Madden Nicholas Mastro Jasmine N. McNeely w 
Matthew Cory Uvensparger William A. Madej Armi K. Matienzo Dianna Mary McNicoll ~ 
Brian Livingston Ryan Madigan* Krystal Lynn Matocha* Jacob Andrew McPherson* 
Rogelio Llamedo Ill Miles Roger Maftean* laura Anne Matovina* Ellen Rose McTigue* ~ 
Drew Alan Lockwood* Jesse Caroline Maguire Kirsten Marie Mattheis* Gordon John Mcwethy 0 
Sara Rebecca Logan* Jennifer Lynn Maiers• Noelle Matthews Caitlynn Mallorie (_) 
Sean M. Logan Amanda Janis Majewski* Whitney Jean Matthis McWhorter* 
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Brittanney Noelle Meacham Jessica A. Milligan Madaline Elizabeth Muel ler Danielle R. Newkirk 
Zach D. Medearis Ada1n Colin Mills Joshua N. Muhammad Elizabeth Diane Newkirk* 
Gilberto Medina* Sam Milman* Desiree Rachel Mulkey* Kevin Michael Newquist 
Lauren Ashley Medina Michael Vincent Mineo Joseph Michael Mullen Ann Thi Ngo 
Jaclyn Marie Medler* Dana Lynn Minetti Monica Ann Mundt Don Ngoc Nguyen 
Eddie Andy Medrano* Evan Minsker* Ian Andrew Munsell Kim Huong Nguyen* 
William Edwin Meineke Daisy Juliana Miranda Darlene Renee Murcko* Danielle Nicholas* 
Ryan Patrick Meisch Joseph Loren Mireles Melitza Murillo Miranda Lynn Nicholas 
Joshua Daniel Mellin Umaar Mansoor Mirza Ashley Lynn Murphy James Holden Nichols 
Grant Whittaker Melton Tyler Scott Mitchell * Benjamin Thomas Murphy Sarah Michelle Nichols 
Samuel Chenkumi Memoh Daryl Mizelle II Danielle Alyse Murphy Timothy Joseph Nickless 
Gabriel Lu is Mendoza* Terri M. Molo LaSheria She ray Murphy Lisa Beth Nicotra* 
Laura Menne Amanda Moltzan* Meaghan Jean Murphy* Logan Michael Nielsen* 
Jacqueline Ann Merlau* Karen Elizabeth Mommsen* Jason Murray* Ryan David Niemuth 
Lindy Elizabeth Merwin* Catalina Monarrez Matthew R. Murray George Canellos Nienhuis* 
Meredith Messerle* Matthew Sebastian Andrew Charles Musch Justin Nijm 
Cole Messutta Mondschean Lyle E. Muse Jesse Tyler Nirenberg 
Ekim Semaj Metcalf Kody Michael Montgomery Zach Melvin Myers* Katherine Marie Noble 
James Evan Metzger* Alex James Moore* Sara S. Myszka Nicole Rosanna Noble* 
Nicholas Wi lliam Meyer Angelique Chatelle Moore o ,nar Azmi Nabulsi* Devin Lee Nordmeyer 
Joseph Lee Meyers Chancellor Adam Moore* Mariah Anne Naella Erskine Norment 
Kirsten Miccoli* Geoffrey Moore Justin Tedder Nalley Taylor Yves Norris* 
Andrea Lynne Micetic* Jeanette Burnette Moore David Nance Ashley Ann Nowak* 
Courtney Nicole Maxwell Douglas Moore* Amber J. Narvaez Brian Richard Nowak 
Michalowski* Morgan Nichole Moore* Brittany Shawntell Nash* Marcie Lynn Nunez* 
Ashley Ann Michelson Brock Rundle Moran Brett William Naucke Diana M. Nuzzo 
Sara Ashley Mieling* Da,nian Ivan Moran Rafael Alberto Navarro* Donald Jay O'Brien 
Kelly Anne Mihalik* David A. Moreno Paul Jason Nawrocke* Timothy O'Brien 
Vida Audra Mikalcius Christopher Morgan Andrew Joseph Nawrocki Aqua Pearl O'Bryan 
Tiffany Mikes* Keri Ann Morgan Tiffany Gena Neal* Colleen O'Connor* 
Adam David Miller* Matthew James Morgan Emily Ann Nechvatal David Thomas O'Connor* 
Andrew Michael Mi ller* Yusuke Mori* Amanda Nedolast Sean Michael O'Donnell 
Charlsey Elise Miller* Leontyne B. Morrell-Wilson William Ibrahim Negus Ryan Matthew O'Dwyer 
Jamie Daniel Miller Crystal Nicole Morris* Jonathan Carl Nelson Eddie Ryan O'Keefe* 
Jessica Leigh Miller* Hasket Morris Tessana Nemenski Caitlin Mary O'Meara 
Kyle Robert Miller* Stefan Macdougall Margaret Theresa Alison O'Reilly 
Latonea Angelic Miller Morrison* Neumayer* Padraic Thomas o· Reil ly* 
Shaneequa Shante Miller* Leo J. Moskal Jessica Nevarez Cristi Lee Oczepek 
Tara Michelle Miller Courtney Corine Mosley Juan David Nevarez* Afua Akwaa Oda me 
Travis Michael Mi ller* Mohammad Eid Mostafa* Christina Anne Newbauer Katherine Elizabeth Oertel 
Daniel Michael Miller-Ribic Naomie Angela Mourino Justin William Newcomb Abiola Gladys Ogunmodede 
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Joohyun Oh Sarah Franc,es Pekovitch Kiewann Naco Poindexter Francisco E. Ramirez 
Per Kristian Ohrstrom• Kenneth Michael Pendola* Benjamin Timothy Pokorny• Ivan Ramos 
Samuel Nicolas Olivarez Jacob Ryan Penzell Nicole Esther Pompilus Ellen Marie Ranney• 
Meggan Renae Olson Jessica Peoples David Clemens Poninski* Lauren Jenny Ranney• 
0 Andrea Nelly Oppan Alejandrina Perez Whitney K. Pope Gary Rapaich 11* 
lvellz Maria Orellano• David Joseph Perez Cory Popp* Ashlie Rapp* "l"'t 
Evelyn Yael Oropeza Jose Ismael Perez Mallory A. Porcelli Omar Anthony Rashan* 0 
Adam Aaron Orton• Rogelio Perez• Amber Marsche Porter* Jessica Jean Raspbury N Karl Patnck Ostby Rebekah L. Perez-Grahovac David Ashish Postma Rachel lee Ratto• 
Sarah Osterman• Johnathan Leo Perkins Drew Colin Potenza cara Elaine Ray LL 
Nina Marie Ottolino Lisa Dannielle Perkins Andrea Elizabeth Potter Thaddeus Evan Ray 0 Mackenzie Claire Owens Lizzie Mae Perkins Amber Lynnise Powell Sofia Angel ica Raymundo 
Regina Eileen Pacheco Brian Perlmutter Anthony Powell Jr. Karimah Razaaq if) 
Louise Anne Packard* Ashley Marie Perrin Greg Mikael Powell Demond D. Read if) 
David Gus Painter Jenna Ann Perusich* Julie C. Powell Shante Readus <( 
Scott Joseph Palmer Steven Albert Pesek Ricky A. Powell Simone Reaves 
__J 
Alexander William Paras Kelli Mielotz Peters• Evan Daniel Powers* Najee Deshannon Redd u Thomas Joseph Pardee* Tamunoemi Peters Max Alexander Pozel* Erin Elizabeth Redmond 
Diane D. Park Andrew Francis Petrella Christopher R. Prange Harold Reeves Jr. w Cassaundra Parker Chani Lynn Petro* Sean Thomas Prange Peter Ming Reft :r: Jason Robert Parker* Petar Petrovic* Eric Thomas Prather* Veronica Justine Regalado 
~ Natasha Jeannine Parker Michael Anthony Petrusaitis Johnathan Delance Pratt Eric M Rehm 
Susan Michelle Parker• Robert Joseph Picha William Colter Prentiss Matt Thomas Rehwoldt* LL Lacey Renee Parks Kathryn Michelle Pidkowicz Joe Price* Colin Lyons Reis 0 Troy Parks* Corinne Francesca Pierson• Patricia Irene Prieto Weston Aden Reynolds 
Dannielle Lee Parpan* Alexander William Pietryga• Stephanie Ann Prill Jacqueline Nicole Rezak ~ Andrew Rich Parrotte• Alexandra Pilichowski Brennan Riley Pruett• Philip Lee Rheinecker z Jennifer Patino* Dina Pilnits Travis Frank Pruitt* Amber C. Ricciardi 
Carol Colleen Patten* Anne Herrick Pilon Michael Paul Pryzbylski Faith Catherine Rice* w 
Jamie Mae Patterson Karen Pilson Paris Ashley Puckett Britt C. Richardson ~ Julie Ann Patton Denisse Pina Emily Ann Purpura Caitlin Tracy Richlne w John Aaron Paul* Andrew John Pindelski Charles Michael Putz- Ashley Ryann Riess u Ashley Elizabeth Paulen Christian Nichole Pippens La mport• Krista Helen-Mane Rieter* 
Steven Michael Pavic Anthony John Piraro William Duncan Pyle* Oriana Koren Riley z 
Amanda Marie Pavlecic* Robert James Piskac James Augustin Quinones Kathleen Joy Riordan w 
Philip Fletcher Payan Phillip Alan Platz• Vanessa Marie Quintana Kimberly Christine Riordan* ~ Jermaine Levauglln Pearson Kathleen Anne Pleasant* Cesar Alexis Quiroz Sarah Elisabeth Riordan• 
Jared Christopher Pecht* Benjamin Robert Plourde Anna Ingrid Raben Cesar Rios ~ John C. Peebles Ben Robert Podgorski Travis Michael Rafi* Pat Ritchie* 0 Jason Matthew Peercy* candice Devon Poe Hilary Frances Rainey Caesar Javier Rivera* 
u Vanessa Rose Pegram* John Pogorzelski Lauren McKenzie Raley Christa Anne Rivera• 
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Kelly L. Rix Caroline Elizabeth Rowland Jay Pravin Sanghvi John Sciaccotta Jr. 
Brandon James Rizzo* Kelley Maegan Roy Ian Michael Sansavera* Ronald Joshua Scott 
Adrienne M. Roach Nicholas Jon Rozakis Amy Elizabeth Sattler* Dan James Scotti 
Jami Lynn Roane Joshua Bennett Rubin Kevin Kyle-Francis Sauer Patrick Scott Seals 
Marguerita A. Roberts Alexa Tamar Rubinstein Marsha Katrina Saul* Phi llip Scott Seba!* 
Candace Monique Robertson* Ethan Joseph Rudolph Joshua Alan Sauvageau* Michael Andrew Sebo 
Christopher Lloyd Robinson Amanda Marie Ruiz Crystal Dawn Savage Alyson Kay Seeger* 
Kate Lauren Robinson* Jeanette Diane Ruiz Tanya L. Savard Andres Segura 
Kyra Denise Robinson Michelle Ru iz* Nicole Antoinette Scalzilli Nickolas Daniel Selesky 
Michael Ryan Robinson Judith Ruiz-Branch Megan Marie Scameheorn* Tirnothy Joseph Seltzer* 
Shameka Ventrice Robinson Jessica Michaela Runnels Tavi Scandiff·Pirvu* Evan O'Dell Senger* 
Steven Dean Robinson Gloria Fernanda Ruscitti Jill Kathryn Scanlon Robert Richard Senones 
Wil liam S. Robinson Jason Michael Rushing Kacie Scanlon* Leon Joe Serdin 
Angelica Robles Nathaniel Tobias Rushton Francesco Andrea Scavo Paul Jeffrey Sernatinger* 
Daniel Hugo Rocha* Britney Nicole Russell Melissa Lynn Schapiro Brooke Ellis Seward 
Meghan O'Meara Rock* Jeffrey Walter Russert* Ryan Christopher Schefdore Alkesh Shah* 
Wade Allen Rodgers* Mallory Mahan Russo Monika Erika Scheffrahn* Priya A. Shah 
Wesley E. Rodgers Mallory Renee Ryan* Nicole Schenfeld* Laura Shaul 
Victoria Elena Rodriguez Zachary Mychal Sabin* Megan Jennifer Schenk* Robert B Shea 
Nicholas James Roessler Trisha Yvonne Sabocik Rachel Lillian Schildkraut Katherine Rose Sheehan* 
Natalya Rogachevsky* Natalie Marie Sabosta* Ashley Nicole Schilling Pat Sheehan 
Erik Rogers Sheree Kaylin Sacks Lucas John Schira* Phillip Patrick Sheldon 
Renee Lynn Rogers Lyndsey Marie Sadler Travis Schlueter-Beckner* Adam Edward Sherman 
Anna Barbara Rogowski Tony Saengn1any Ryan Michael Schmaltz Lauren M. Sherman 
Nicholas Martin Rohr* Kevin Andrew Sakover Daniel John Schmidt* Craig Alexander Sherwood 
David Mark Rokos* Benjamin Karl Salasek Kristina Lynn Schmidt* Aldan Isaiah Shinault 
Gretchen Mary Rolnicki Angelica Megan Salawa Kurt Ryan Schmidt* Aaron Joseph Shirley* 
Ruben Rafael Rosario Stephany Salinas Kiersten Marie Schon a uer* Phillip Ryan Shoen1aker 
Cassandra Eileen Rose* Mackinley Maxwell Salk Will iam Barrett Schreiner* Kaitlan Joan Short 
Amelia Jane Rosegrant* Ellen Anne Salone Elee Elizabeth Schrock* Eric Stephen Showalter 
Daniel Joseph Rosenthal* Michelle Saltzer* Ashley Laura Schroeder* Gurlin Sidhu* 
Ariane Victoria Roser Nicole Christine Salvo Bryan Thomas Schroth Mathew E. Sieber 
Andrew L. Rosinski Joshua Sambd,nan Mark Schubert Eliza beth R Siedt* 
Jeremie Benoit Rosley* Amanda Marie Sammarco* Steven David Schucker Miguel A Sierra 
Christopher Ross Teresa Ann Sa,ns Nick Schulte Jesse Raymond Silbermann* 
Susan Alice Ross Margaret Mary SanFilippo Peter Harold Schultz Bronwyn Tamar Sill 
Joy April Rossow Alyssa Esperanza Sanchez Rudolf Alexander Schultz* Alejandra Silva 
Noah Jordan Rotello Raul Sanchez Nicholas Schwartz* Amanda Faith Silva 
Anna Rouse* Scott Benjamin Sandalow Matthew Joel Schwerin* Alison Gall Si Iver* 
Lonnie Rouse Jr. Mark Solomon Sanders Jonathan Lee Schwimmer Jarrod Lucas Silver* 
Stefan Rowe Krystal Seattie Sandlin* Alexander William Schwyn Olivier Georges Simille 
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Addie Leigh Simmons• David Bruce Sowa* Karis Amanda Stone Lara Elizabeth Tessler 
Angel S. Simmons Lale Soyugenc Gretchen L Stout Stormi M. Texas 
Alisha Monique Simms Jessica Dawn Spangler"' Bryan James Strausbaugh"' David Thamm Jr. 
Nicholas Adam Simoni Andrea Lee Sparr·jaswa* Ryan Michael Strawn Adam Patrick Thiele 0 Kari Nicholle Sims* Ashley Joy Spaulding Zachary Streich* Mary Elizabeth Thomas 
"'"'4 Breanna Maria Sinacore Kendra Chante Spencer James Anthony Stricker Nicole Monique Thomas 
0 Tanisha Lytrrease Singh Jennifer Marie Spi tler Emily Suzann Stroble* Rebeka Thomas 
Cody Charles Siragusa Mirranda S. Spitzer Ryan James Stuchly Richard Perry Thomas N 
Richard Sisney Ill Alexandra Antonia Joshua Frederick Stunkel Terrance Cortez Thomas 
Taylor Ashley Skala* Stabrawa·Sazu Brooks Francis Sullivan Galen Keith Thomas-Ramos• LL 
Mandy Skinner* Scott Andrew Stacy Charles William Sullivan Emily Anne Thompson 0 
Lindsay Loreen Skisak Robert Edward Staebel Megan Marie Sullivan• James Paul Thompson* 
Jeremy F. Sklar Sarah Beth Standley* Katarzyna Surdyka Joanna Beth Thompson* (f) 
Nathan G. Skole Heather Jean Stanke Martin John Susmaras* Michael Edward Thompson* (f) 
Travis Charles Skupien Nicholas James Stankus Kristina Marie Sutton Mariesa Maria Thoren <( 
Mary Catherine Sleepeck Brian Robert Starr John Grindland Svendsen* Lorianne Thorpe* _J 
Teena C. Sloane-Hendricks Laurie Starrett Mary Diana Sweeney Eric Charles Tillett* u 
Alex Justin Small* Samantha Ann Stauber• Arthur Paul Swidzinski Ashley M Timmer* 
Benjamin Daniel Smith Katie Lynn Staudt* Nora K. Swift Emily Mae Timmons w 
Bradley Ian Smith Stephen Joseph Steber! Brittani Nichole Sylvester Michael V. Tischauser I 
Catherine Elizabeth Smith* Angela M. Steele Thomas Richard Sypula Nicholas Felix Tischer I-Elyse Ragen Smith* Adam Joseph Stefko* Alex Szabo* Joseph Rand Tollefson* 
Jason Smith Michael David Stegall* Marcin Miroslaw Szocinski* Christina Marie Tomaras• LL 
Justine Smith Willie Halsey Stein* Erik Walter Szurek Gregory Alan Tometich* 0 
Lea Nicole Smith Scott Ansell Steinhilber Steve Lawrence Szwet Murad Ashraf Toor 
Patrick Kevin Smith Lyndsey Jacquelyn Stemm• Christina Ann Szymel* Margaret M. Toramanian I-
Raymond Smith II Kevin James Stephens Christopher J. Tabor John Layko Torkelson* z 
Scott Michael Smith* Melody Genevive Stern Danielle-Nicole Tabor Taylor Anthony Torringa w 
Thomas Maxwell Smith Christopher Martin Sternal Anitra Michaela Tabscott Jahbari Kimtoi Townsend ~ Brianna Catherine Smitko* Jaime Leigh Sterne Nicholas Arthur Tall idis* Heather Trakanovich 
Ryan Thomas Sneddon• Nathan Stevens* Leah Carol Tallon Tawanda Trask w 
James Michael Snedlker Kory Michael Stewart• David Anthony Tamburo• Jeremy Christopher Treadwell u 
Joshua Thomas Sniegowski * Sean Patrick Stillmaker Elise Michelle Tanner• Jordan Lynn Treml* z Anthony William Snitker* Jamie Stimatz Patrick Joseph Tassone Nicholas Edward Trentacost• 
Alexander Edward Sokol* Steven Royce Stinson .. Kasey L. Taylor Octavio Maximillian Trevino* w 
Daniel Wayne Solan Desiree Eve Stock* Kelsey Blair Tea le* Michael Matthew Trifilo ~ 
Cassandra Leigh Soliday Michaela Elyse Stohler Delaney Jacob Teichler* Allyson Rose Trimarco• ~ Anthony Gabriel Soltero Sidney Joel Stokes Piers Laurence Telford * Barbara Trinh* 
Lorenzo Jr. Sorice Jr. Nathan Schwager Stolldorf Ashley Suzanne Tenipinski* Paul Michael Trotch* 0 
Emily Victoria Sorlie* Alexander Martin Stone Christina Marie Terenzio Victoria Trujillo u Benjamin Stoney Sorofman* Kaitlin Mary Stone• Abby Terese Matthew M. Tunzi 
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Krystal Atnber Turcotte Blaise Vonbruchhaeuser Jacqui Rose Wedewer* Stephen Williams II 
Kelly Turkevich Brantley Robert Vosler Julia Susan Weegar Tina L. Will iams 
Ashley Diane Turkowski* Joel Thomas Vugteveen* Christopher John Weeks Erinn Ashley Wi lliamson 
Courtney Turner Theodore David Wachholz Jennifer Ann Weeks Amanda Leigh Willick 
David Patrick Turvey Eric Tin1othy Wagener Alice Sue Wegloski* Mary Alaska Will iquette* 
Shirelle Chanette Tyler Jack Darrin Wagner Stephanie Rose Wegrzyn* Maurice Nate Willis 
Jessica Lynn Tylkowski Jessica Evelyn Wagner Janine Wehby David Glenn Willming 
Sophia Elise Ulmer* Lindsey Katherine Wagner* Jason A. Weinberg Jerry Joseph Willoughby* 
Eric Richard Unger* Joanna Aneta Waksmundzka Brandon Jacy Weiss Danielle Willsen* 
Anthony Thomas Va ldez Natalie Patrycja Phi llip Herbert Weiss Kyle Andrew Wilnewic 
Jeffrey Michael Valerius* Walachowska* Ryan Paul Weissmuller* Katelyn Joy Wilsman* 
Katherine Marie Vallera Emilee Joy Walch Krist ina Rea Wells Alicia Marie Wilson* 
Kell i Kelli Van Antwerp Brian Michael Walker Mitchell Vincent Wenkus* Brandon Wilson* 
Sarah Van Den Bosch Miechelle Vernalene Walker Gregory Adam Wenrich Javairo Veleta Wilson 
Kristy Van Meter* Vanessa Kelly Walker Melissa Anne Werderitch* Jennifer Elizabeth Wilson* 
Danielle Marie Vance Sachelle M. Walker-Jones Gabrielle Louise Werner Paul D. Wilson 
Nicholas David Vanderburg* Ayesha Lorraine Wallace Kevin Craig Wesley Amanda Renee Wilt 
Noah Christopher Matthew D Wallace* Brandon Lee West * Grant Douglas Winship 
Vandercook* Robert Franklin Wallace* Scott Robert Westrick* Benjamin David Winter* 
Meredith Ann Vandre* Katherine Elizabeth Wallach* Patrick C. Whalen Crist ian Sedano Wisner 
Tin,othy John Vannette Daniel Russell Walsh Brian David Wheeler Eric Joseph Wisniewski 
Alison Vargas* Lauren Sue Walsh* Stephen Norris Wheeler Andrew Michael Witkowski 
A1nanda V. Vatanaviggun Mary Cathleen Walsh* Kerri-Elyse White* Kelly Renee Wojtczak 
Lewis Vaughn IV Christina Michelle Walter Natasha Ceyan White* Daniel Eric Wolf* 
Riley Blayne Vaughn* Nathan Walters* Toni Andrea White Christopher D. Wolff 
Jonathan Vela Marlin Nathaniel Walton Matthew Ryan Whitlock Liza Harris Wolin 
Laura Patricia Velazquez Jennifer Wang .. Angela Marie Wiatrowski Katherine Elizabeth Wood 
Martin Velazquez* Kristin Joy Wansten Lindsey LeChandra Wicks Meagan Lynn Wood 
Anne VenVertloh Gregory K. Warren Lisa Francine Widder Nathaniel T. Wood 
Viney Vidal Robert T. Washington Stacie Marie Wieland William Parker Wood 
Robert Vignisson Rebecca Young Wasmuth* Molly Elizabeth Wilbers Melissa Fay Woodruff* 
Kathryn Lucia Vilim .. Lucinda Elizabeth Waters* Elizabeth Elaine WilCO)( Christopher George Woods* 
Jessica Marie Villarreal Brigitte Che'rie Watkins Ernily Anne Wilensky* Sharn rn ara Laureen Woods 
Seferino Villarreal San1one D Watkins Brandon Gerald Will* Taisha Worlds 
Sarah C. Vincent Sarah Marvel Wattles* Lauren Nicole Wille Robert Wright Ill 
Nickolas Vlahos Caitlin Stewart Weaver* Zachary Alexander Wi llhoff Joi Jamila Wynn 
Daniel J. Vlasaty Regina Odda Weaver Allison Shay Williams* Mong Xoh Yang* 
Mattisson Francis Voell Christy Olivia Webb Jonathan Wi lliams Benjamin Thomas Yano* 
Jonathan Henry Vogel* Allison Marie Weber* Kevin Darryl Williams Brian Craig Yohe 
Danielle Mary Volino Daniel Jarn es Webster Marcus Jacob Williams Brent Joseph Yontz* 
Sara Sara Von Schaumburg Terah Jene Weddington Mikeela Hazel Williams Brian Michael Young 
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Joy Michelle Young* Jane Christine Zickefoose* Caitlin Foster Zaccagnini 
Nicole Marie Young* Katherine Elizabeth Zimmer Amanda Marie Zagas 
Samuel Gordon Young Ashley Ann Zimmerman Diane Zahnle 
Tempestt Yvonne Young Luke Andrew Zintak Ashley Lynn Zakar 
Timothy Young Jr. Katelyn Rose Ziolkowski* Clair Marie Zakharia 
Nichole Yunger Ashley Lynn Ziomek Halli Celeste Zalar 
Stanley J. Zabel Shahar Zlochover William Edward Zalewski 
Ashley Lynn Zakar* Layne Dene Zolninger* Kelly Marie Zea* 
Jessica Lynn Zangara Priscilla M. Zuchowski* Anna Tate Zeitlin* 
Rebecca Allison Zastany Amie Elizabeth Zvosec* Peter J. Zelenski 
Kaylee Jo Zastrow* Katharine Anne Yeager* Kimberly l. Zieche 
Alexander Zavala Matthew David Yeager Deseree Fawn Zimmerman 
Christine Anne Zedonis Seoyoung Stacy Yoon Jon Gordon Ziols* 
Megan Marie Zelko* Nichole Yunger Evelyn Renee Zuel 
Alexandra Vaux Zens* Natalya Zaborenko William J. Zuidema * 
Cand idates for the 
POST BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE OF 
MAJOR 2010 
Robin Mary Burke* Alvaro R. Gonzalez Selina May Nicol* 
Allison Catuira* Michael Rasool Harris Jean M. Rattle* 
Shin Hye Cha Elizabeth Christina Heller* Paul David Rettig* 
Jessica Lynn Dang,eri* Boyeon Kim* Joshua Manning Stephenson 
Dana Zivotic Dokic* Barbara R. Langley Terri Michelle Terrell* 
Joseph Rafael Garst* Jessica Lawheed* Camille Lejeune Whitworth* 
John L. Gehron* Jong-suk Um Michael Mykola Wojtychiw 
Brian David Goldsberry Rachel Ann Morris Sara Dione Ziglar* 
Karen S. Gollrad* Tu Cam Nguyen* 
*Cum Laude (with honors). 
Final designation of honors will be posted on student's final transcript. 
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Columbia College Chicago 
would like to extend most 
sincere thanks to the faculty, 
staff, students, alumni, 
and friends of the College 
whose hard work and 
talent have 1nade the 2010 
Corn mence1nent possible. 
Student Affai rs and its Office 
of Special Events would also 
like to extend heartfelt thanks 
to the Offices of the President, 
Institutional Advancement. 
Campus Environment, Business 
Affairs , Academic Affairs, the 
Provost, the Graduate Office 
and the Deans of the Schools 
of Fine and Performing Arts, 
Liberal Arts and Sciences, and 
Media Arts as well as their 
talented faculty and staff for 
their special support. 
Commencement is produced by 
the Division of Student Affairs 
(Mark E. Kelly. Vice President: 
Jill Su1n1ners, Mairead Case, 
and Tara Vock, Office of Special 
Events; and Marvin Cohen, 
Registrar) in cooperation 
with the staff of the Office of 
the President. the Office of 
Institutional Advancement. 
the commencement volunteer 
staff. and the entire Columbia 
community. 
Special thanks to Gigi 
Posejpal, Director of 
International Student 
Affairs and Anne E. Foley, 
Vice President of Planning 
and Co1npliance, for 
calling the graduates' 
names. Arrangements 
for the 2010 Honorees 
provided by the Office of 
Institutional Advancement 
(Eric Winston, Vice President; 
Diana Cazares, Director of 
Event Operations; Helen 
Buivid, Events Operations 
Coordinator; Erica Halleran, 
Event Operations Coordinator; 
and Joshua Culley-Foster, 
National Director of Alumni 
Relations.) 
The 2010 Commencement 
Producers wou ld also like to 
recognize the following: 
Site Production 
Charles Gomez. 
Site Producer 
Debra Liddell, 
Stage Manager 
The Creative and Printing 
Services Office 
Mary Forde, 
Assistant Vice President 
Corey Plazak, 
Production Manager 
Abigail Friedman, 
Graphic Designer 
Anita Strejc. 
Production Technician 
Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Interns 
Juan Garcia-Spitz 
Andrew Giese 
Matt Guitierrez 
Colin Parsons 
Joseph Szabo 
Alexander Rosales 
ASL- English Interpretation James Thompson 
Esteban Amaro Michael Woo 
Jenna Baugh 
Jenny Day-Catterson 
Brianne Deking 
Brittany Foster* 
Tailyn Kaster 
Kat Katonia* 
Duriyah Wilborn 
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Arts, Entertainment 
and Media Managment 
Interns 
Devan Marie Perine, 
crew lead 
Christopher Broaddus. 
crew lead 
Nicholas Tiparescu 
Marketing 
Communication Intern 
Amanda Alt 
Program, Award and 
Banner Images 
Jonathan Mathias* 
Alexa Rubinstein ('09) 
Commencement Lead 
Production Intern 
Devan Marie Perine 
* Graduating Senior 
"' Member of 3CVJE 
+ Section Leader 
Manifest & Industry Night Commencement Preshow Fee/in' Good Fast Cars and Freedom 
Clip Joe Cerqua, By Anthony Newley and Leslie By Gary LeVox, Wendy Mobley 
Cinematographers Producer/Director Bricusse and Neil Thrasher 
Damon Hennessey Steve Hadley. Performed by the Columbia Perfonn ed by the Pop 0 
M.J. Rizk. alum Associate Producer College Jazz Ensemble and Rock Ensemble 
.-f 
Wojciech Lorenc, alum J. Richard Dunscomb, the Commencement String 0 
Mike Dunne, alum Music Department Chair Quartet Love Train N By Kenny Gamble & Leon 
Over the Rainbow September/Sing a Song Huff LL Production Assistants 
John Lemberger, student 
Music by Harold Arlen By Maurice White. Al McKay Arranged by Thomas Gunther 0 
Lyrics by E.Y. Harbug, and Allee Willis Performed by the Julie de Rose. alum Cf) Arrangement by Thomas Arranged by Carey Deadman Commencement Choir Elizabeth "Neko" Pilarcik. Gunther Performed by the and the Columbia College Cf) 
alum Performed by Brittany Commencement Choir and Ensemble <( Elvis Kunesh* Moffitt. Claire Stahlecker. the Columbia College Jazz .....I 
the Commencement Ensemble See You in Your Dreams u 
Composer String Quartet. and the By Steve Hadley w Carlos Martinez, student Commencement Choir Better People Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
:r: By India lne Performed by the Pop 
r-Producers St Theresa Performed by the R&B Rock Ensemble. the 
Green River Films, Inc .. alums By Joan Osborne Ensemble R&B Ensemble. the CCC LL 
Performed by the Pop Rock Jazz Ensemble. and the 0 Editor Ensemble Fortunate Son Commencement Choir 
John Farbrother, alum By Creedence Clearwater r-
Get on the Boat Revival Columbia College Jazz z 
By Prince Pop Rock Ensemble Ensemble w 
Performed by the R&B Scott Hall. Director ~ Ensemble Samba Del Gringo w By Gordon Goodwin Saxophones u Perfonned by the Columbia Kev,n Decker 
z College Jazz Ensemble Keenan Foley 
Alex Marianyi w 
Change the World Eric Mateo ~ 
By Eric Clapton Daniel Redeffer ~ Performed by the R&B 
0 Ensemble 
u 
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Trombones 
Alex Cain* 
Zakiya Powell 
Johanna Mahmud 
Steve Duncan 
Trumpets 
Sam Harris 
Brandon Graham 
Doug Mccurdy 
David Vessells 
Rhythm 
Alex Cain, voca ls 
tan Cler, guitar 
Tim Ipsen, bass 
Spener Jenish, piano 
Mathew Roberts, drums 
Pat Seals, drums* 
R&B Ensemble 
Check Webb, Director 
Ryan J. Booker. keys, vocals 
Commencement Choir 
Mimi Rohlfing, Director 
Soprano 
Cassidy Ftetcherco 
Samantha Fotico 
Krista Kildea 
Erin Roche 
Emily Williams"" 
Alto 
Sara Garrett"" 
Jessica Miller 
LaShera Mooreco+ 
Brittany Moffitt* 
Miranda Rae* 
Bass 
Adam Allison 
Cameron Burgess 
Adam Dittman* 
Nelson Green 
Riley Hughes 
Dionte Cartwright, keys Tenor 
Ganbotor Enkhgarawgai. vocals Chris Benettco 
Tim Ipsen. bass* 
Dionte Johnson, Drums 
Windy Lawlor, vocals, guitar 
Din1okratia Michatopoulos, 
vocals 
Cesar Romero. guitar 
Sam Cerniglia* 
Brad Kemp 
Jim Lordemanco 
Mattisson Voellco 
Pop Rock Ensemble: 
Showcase 
William Boris. Director 
Vocals 
Norris Jackson 
Nicole Neff 
Kristine Spielmann 
Derek Behr, guitar* 
Michael Byrnes, bass 
Nathan Graham, guitar 
Jonathon McReynotds, vocals 
and keyboards 
Michael Reddick, drums 
Commencement String 
Quartet 
Diane Detin, violin 
Elizabeth Huffman. violin 
Scott Dowd, viola 
Martine Benman. cello 
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Board of Trustee s 
Chair 
Allen M. Turner 
Vice Cha irs 
warren K. Chapman Ph.D. 
Marcia Lazar 
Ellen Stone Belie 
Treasurer 
Ralph W. Gidw,tz 
Secretary 
John R. Gehron 
President 
Warrick L. Carter Ph.D. 
Trustees 
Andrew J.N. Alexander 
Lester Coney 
Steve Devick 
Susan V. Downing 
Allan R. Drebin Ph.D. 
Loranne Ehlenbach 
Brent w. Felitto 
Georgia Fogelson 
Mary Louise Haddad 
Joan Hammel 
Bill Hood 
Chester T. Kamin 
Pamela Kendall-Rijos 
Richard P. Kiphart 
Paul R. Knapp 
Averill Leviton 
Barry A. Mayo 
Daniel E. Mclean 
Howard Mendelsohn 
Madeline Murphy Rabb 
Sylvia Neil 
Joseph F. Peyronnin Ill 
Stephen H. Pugh Esq. 
Michelle Rosen 
Arlen O. Rubin 
Barry M. Sabi off 
Joseph T. Seminetta 
Lawrence K. Snider 
Asha L.I. Spencer 
Nancy Tom 
Arthur M. Sussman 
Robert A. Wislow 
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Lifetime Trustees 
Samuel E. Pfeffer 
David S. Solomon M.D. 
Trustees Emeritus 
Lerone Bennett Jr. 
Helena Chapellin Wilson 
Victor Skrebneski 
Sydney Smith Gordon 
Honorary Trustee 
Bill Kurtis 
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Senior Administration 
President 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Steven Kapelke 
Vice President, Campus Environment 
Alicia Berg 
Vice President, Business Affairs 
and Chief Financial Officer 
R. Michael DeSalle 
Vice President, 
Planning and Compliance 
Anne E. Foley 
Vice President and General Counsel 
Annice M. Kelly, Esq. 
Vice President, Student Affairs 
Mark Kelly 
Vice President, Human Resources 
Ellen R. Kru tz 
Vice President, Academic Affairs 
Louise Love, Ph.D. 
Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Eric V.A. Winston, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Media Arts 
Doreen Bartoni 
Associate Vice President, 
Academic Research 
and Dean of the Library 
Jo Cates 
Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Deborah Holdstein, Ph.D. 
Dean, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Eliza Nichols, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President 
and Dean of Students 
Sharon Wi lson-Taylor. Ph.D. 
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Associate Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Michael Anderson 
Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs 
Tim Bauhs 
Associate Vice President 
and Chief of Staff 
Paul Chiaravalle 
Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs and Controller 
Kevin Doherty 
Associate Vice President, 
Public Relations, Marketing 
and Advertising 
Diane Doyne 
Associate Dean, 
School of Fine and 
Performing Arts 
Bill Frederking 
Associate Vice President, 
Facilities and Construction 
John Kavouris 
Associate Vice President, 
Campus Safety and Security 
Robert Kovennan 
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Associate Vice President, 
Academic Affairs 
Susan Marcus, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President, 
Enrollment Management 
Debra McGrath 
Associate Vice President, 
Information Technology 
Bernadene McMahon 
Associate Dean, 
School of Media Arts 
Alton Mill er 
Associate Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Nell Pagano 
Associate Vice President, 
Budget Management 
John Wilkin 
Associate Dean, 
Library and Academic Research 
Conrad Winke 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Health and Support 
Beverly Anderson 
Assistant Dean, 
Administrative Services, 
School of Media Arts 
Charles Castle 
Assistant Vice President, 
Director of Campaign 
Initiatives 
Kim Clement 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising and Initiatives, 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Keith Cleveland 
Assistant Vice President, 
Academic Technology 
Rebecca Courington 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Development 
Bill Friedman 
Assistant Dean, 
liberal Arts and Sciences 
Sharon Hekman 
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Assistant Dean, 
Budget and Administration 
Angela Lilly 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising, Media Arts 
Patti Mackenzie 
Assistant Vice President, 
Academic Support 
Ju lie Redmond 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Life 
Kari Sommers 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising, Fine and 
Performing Arts 
Keri Walters 
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Departn1ent Chairs 
The School of Fine 
and Performing Arts 
Art and Design 
Jay Wolke 
Arts, Entertainment, 
and Media Management 
Angelo Luciano, Associate 
Dance 
Bonnie Brooks 
Dance/ Movement Therapy 
and Counseling 
Susan Imus 
Fiction Writing 
Randall Albers, Ph.D. 
Music 
J. Richard Dunscomb 
Photography 
Bob Thall 
Theater 
John Green, Ph.D. 
Centers and Institutes 
Anchor Graphics 
David Jones, Executive Director 
Center for American Places 
George F. Thompson, Director 
Center for Asian Arts and Media 
Nancy Tom, Executive Director 
Center for Black Music Research 
Monica Hairston, Ph.D .• 
Executive Director 
The School of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
ASL · English Interpretation 
Carly Flagg 
Education 
Ava Belisle-Chatterjee. Ph.D. 
English 
Ken Daley, Ph.D. 
Humanities, History, 
and Social Sciences 
Lisa Brock, Ph.D. 
Science and Mathematics 
Constantin Rasinariu, Ph.D. 
Center for Book and Paper Arts 
Steve Woodall, Director 
Center for Community Arts 
Partnerships 
David Flatley, Executive Director 
Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
Kate Dumbleton, Executive Director 
Institute for Science Education 
and Science Communication 
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The School of Media Arts 
Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Pantelis Vassilakis, PhD. 
Film & Video 
Bruce Sheridan 
Interactive Arts and Media 
Annette Barbier 
Interdisciplinary Arts 
Michelle Citron. Ph.D. 
Journalism 
Len Strazewski, Acting 
Marketing Communication 
Margaret Sull ivan 
Radio 
Barbara Calabrese 
Television 
Michael Niederman 
Ellen Stone Belie Institute for 
the Study of Women and 
Gender in the Arts and Media 
Jane Saks, Executive Director 
Library 
Jan Chindlund, Director 
Museum of Contemporary 
Photography 
Rod Slemmons, Director 
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Columbia 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
COMMENC EMENT 20 1 0 DVD ORDER FORM 
This 2-hour DVD of Columbia's unique commencement, produced by Columbia Film & Video alums, Samantha 
Sanders and John Farbrother of Green River Films, includes coverage of each student crossing the stage and 
receiving their degree. Shot on digital video and super 8mm film, this is a great keepsake that you and your 
family will appreciate forever. PLEASE NOTE! DVDS WILL SHIP IN SEPTEMBER 2010. 
PLEASE INDICATE THE NUMBER DF DVDS YOU WISH TO ORDER. 
SATURDAY 1 :30 PM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
SUNDAY 10:00 AM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
SUNDAY 3:00 PM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
$ _____ TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 
0 CASH O PERSONAL CHECK O CREDIT CARD 
FIRST NAME; _____________ _ 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: -------------
EXPIRATION DATE: --------------
SIGNATURE: ----------------
LAST NAME: 
SHIPPING ADDRESS: ---------------------
BILLING ADDRESS: 
RETURN white copy to the kiosk in the lobby at graduation 
or MA IL to: Graduation Video / / Columbia College Chicago / / 600 S Michigan Ave / / Chicago, IL 60605 
or order ONLINE at www.colum.edu/ commencement 
